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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to reconsider the ways in

which liberatory and/or critical pedagogy, and its desire

to combat the "banking" method of education, can
unintentionally create some of the same institutional and
ideologically oppressive classroom conditions that more

traditional methods of instruction have been charged with
creating. This thesis first discusses the origins of

liberatory pedagogy and its effects upon education, the
writing classroom, and critical pedagogues. The second
chapter considers the ways in which the legacy of

liberatory pedagogy-- by way of the critical educator,

classroom politics, citizen shaping, and cultural

differences-- is effecting pedagogical and ideological
change through the transfiguration of student

subjectivities. The final chapter, after analyzing the

nuances of liberatory pedagogy in relation to more
traditional methods of education, offers a special
understanding of the classroom dynamic for the sake of

rethinking classroom curriculum and grading practices.
Finally, I make some suggestions for conceptualizing a

more inviting space within the writing classroom through
portfolios, the internet, collaborative efforts, and

s tudent-subj ect sens itivi ty.
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CHAPTER ONE
FROM ONE LIBERATED EDUCATOR TO ANOTHER

This project marks an attempt to rethink and
reinvigorate the possibilities of liberatory pedagogy in

the writing classroom. As a consequence of this attempt, I

must first start with a discussion of the man who is
primarily responsible for the creation and implementation
of liberatory pedagogy: Brazilian educator and theorist

Paulo Regius Neves Freire. I must also start with his most
prominent work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed. From the

initial discussion of the man and his work, I will then
seek to explore the implications of the origins of

liberatory pedagogy for the contemporary critical writing
classroom. What's more, will also attempt to offer some

insights and suggestions for honing the relationship

dynamic between the instructor and students within the
writing classroom.

It was the crafting of the 1968 book, Pedagogia do
Oprimido, written by Paulo Freire, that quickly became the
manual, of sorts, for mending the heart, mind, and

material circumstance of many oppressed individuals.
People, mainly the poor and uneducated, in places like

Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Nicaragua, South America, Central
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America, Guinea-Bissau, Tanzania, South Africa, and many
other geographic regions where peoples were valiantly

fighting for the overthrow of totalitarianism and other

acts of governmental and institutional oppression in the
1960s, found Pedagogia do Oprimido to be a banner of hope:
one that gave them "a language to critically understand
the tensions, contradictions, fears, doubts, hopes, and

'deferred' dreams"

(Freire 11) of a life lived in a

severely skewed class system. Pedagogia do Oprimido was,

and still is, a revolutionary text, and so much so, that
just two short years after its initial publication in

1968, it made its way into the American psyche via the

English publication entitled, Pedagogy of the Oppressed.

Since 1970, Pedagogia do Oprimido or Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, has sold over 750, 000 copies worldwide and
remained a revolutionary text. In fact, Donald Macedo, a
close friend and co-collaborator with Freire, explains in

the "Introduction" to the 3 0th Anniversary Edition of

Pedagogy of the Oppressed how "oppressed people all over
the world [so easily] identified with Paulo Freire's

denunciation of the oppressive conditions that were
choking millions of poor people"

(Freire 12) that their

impassioned identification with Freire and his work soon
elevated Pedagogy of the Oppressed into the category of
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what Stanley Aronowitz calls a "classic [that] has
outlived its own time and its author's" (Freire 11).

In my opinion, Pedagogy of the Oppressed is a

revolutionary classic, and regardless if one agrees or
disagrees with Freire's work, the truth of the text's

worth seems to be found in the words of Carlos Alberto
Torres. Torres states that "we [as readers of Freire's

text] can [either] stay with Freire or against Freire, but
not without Freire"

(McLaren and Leonard 1). As such,

Pedagogy of the Oppressed is, in fact, a text that has
both reconfigured and revolutionized the thinking in

relation to so many pivotal social forums: politics,

government, activism, and, most definitively, education.

And it is precisely with Pedagogy of the Oppressed and its
revolutionary effect upon education, specifically, the
freshman writing course within American universities, that

I would like to discuss. With that, it will be the
intention of this thesis to explore the manner in which
liberatory pedagogy within the American university has
been too quick to assume that, by way of a problem-posing

education, it automatically allows for an autonomous
student subject position within the writing classroom.

With this first chapter, I will discuss the reasons behind
Freire devising a liberating classroom pedagogy; what
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liberatory pedagogy is; the way in which liberatory

pedagogy has gained a foothold within the world of

education and the American university system; and what its

effects are upon student subjectivities within the
freshman writing classroom. I will begin with the reasons'

behind why Freire saw a need to devise liberatory

pedagogy.
Freire's major concern in writing Pedagogy of the
Oppressed was the way in which education and more

specifically "the teacher-student relationship at any
level, inside or outside the school"

(Freire 71) had

become -- or possibly had always been -- oppressive. He

writes that the teacher-student relationship in "education

is suffering from a narration sickness" one that "involves
a narrating Subject [the teacher] and patient, listing

objects [the students]"

(Freire 71). That is to say, it is

the subject-teacher who speaks, moves, and acts within

education, and subject-less students who are silent,

still, and stationary (more on this a bit later). It is no
wonder why Freire classified the teacher-student narrative

as having a "sickness," for any material thing which lacks

movement develops as a result of its stagnancy bacterium.
As such, the sickness which has infected the education

narrative has left the subject-teacher, due to his/her
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active participation in knowledge building and

transmission, immune to its bacteria and the
object-student, due to his/her passive involvement with

merely the memorizing of facts, perpetually ailing.

And it is here, with students passively memorizing,
reciting, and regurgitating facts, as opposed to actively

helping to create and transmit knowledge, that motivated
Freire to label the manner by which instruction was being
carried out the "banking concept of education" (Freire

72). Under this concept, Freire saw students as merely
passive "containers...[or] receptacles to be filled by the

teacher" (Freire 72) as opposed to active agents in an
endeavor to become more educated. What's more, Freire

perceived students as entering into the classroom, and the
teacher-student relationship, only to be "alienated like
the slave in the Hegelian dialectic, accepting their [own]

ignorance as justifying the teacher's existence"

(Freire

72). There was to be no reciprocation of knowledge,
understanding, or perspective. There was to be no

discovery "that they [the students also] educate the
teacher"

(Freire 72) or, furthermore, that they help to

educate others. Education as Freire saw it -- the act of

making intellectual deposits -- was to be left solely to
the authority of the institutionally sanctioned teacher.
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Therefore, traditional educators in the act of making

intellectual and ideological deposits into the mental,
philosophical and psychological repository of young minds,
are motivated by perpetuating the current system, or as

Antonio Gramsci would say, by maintaining the cultural
hegemony1. This was not education as it should be, it was

indoctrination, and indoctrination is not what leads one

to freedom; it is not what leads one to a liberation of
one's heart, mind, and material circumstance.
The banking concept of education as laid out by Paulo

Freire is oppressive, however, not merely through the
function of indoctrination; that is, its negative effects

aren't solely a result of teachers depositing thoughts
into a student by way of a lecture or recitation. The

banking concept of education strips students of their

autonomy, their subject position as an individual, and
their active participation in the world. An educator, by

"consider[ing] themselves knowledgeable upon those whom

they consider to know nothing...[by]...projecting an
absolute ignorance onto others...[and by]...minimiz[ing]

or annul[ing] the students creative power" (Freire 72), in
effect, rob the student of their active participation in

1 Hegemony refers to the already established norms of society, norms
which must be maintained at all conceivable costs.
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the process of creating, discovering, problematizing, and,
then, internalizing new knowledge. Students, in a

lecture-heavy, discussion-light , banking-style classroom
easily become what Michel Foucault called the "docile

body" (Foucault 136). As a docile body, a student becomes
an object "that may be subjected, used, transformed and
improved" for the sake of maintaining "order and

discipline" by way of "institutional regulation"

(Foucault

136) .
There is no autonomy in an educational system or

educational classroom that employs banking as its main
method of instruction, for there is no active

participation from the student other than to regurgitate
that which was deposited in them by the educator. Under
the guise of an education that is meant to be 'for the

student,' banking actually works as a replacement for the

student which has entered into the classroom -- as it
assumes the student to be not much more than a component
of the curriculum. Banking in all actuality is a method of

instruction that doesn't work for the student's own

individual good but functions under the notion of working
for the collective good of a society in which the

individual will perform his/her essential function or
chosen line of work. The banking concept of education
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makes assumptions about what is 'best' for the student and
as such works as a proxy for the student's subjectivity,

depositing already established sets of ideological norms
that merely need to be conveyed to a younger generation.

This is why Freire saw education reform as the great
necessity for his day and age. Banking was why Freire

worked towards an alternative pedagogy, one which no
longer sought to "integrate them [the students] into the
structure of oppression, but [worked] to transform that

structure so that they can become 'beings for themselves'"
(Freire 74). The "narration sickness" created by banking
was why Freire was "committed to imagine a world...that is

less ugly, more beautiful, less discriminatory, more
democratic, less dehumanizing, and more humane"

(Freire

25); and helping to craft a new humanistic educational
narrative, one that brought health and/or liberation to
both the teacher and the student in the education

classroom, was his hope. Freire envisioned a relationship

dynamic in the classroom that no longer treated the
student as object. He knew that education needed to stop

viewing the student-object as a thing which simply needed

to be integrated into an already established society. For

he also saw how this was the principle function of the
current educational arrangement: "facilitat[ing] the
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integration of the younger generation into the logic of
the present system...[and] bring[ing] about conformity to

it"

(Freire 34). Based on this defunct function,

education, in Freire's mind, was simply a means for
further instituting totalitarian indoctrination and,

ultimately, oppression. Freire wanted to liberate
students, as well as teachers, from this "narration

sickness" caused by a banking education; Freire wanted a
liberatory pedagogy.

Liberatory pedagogy, also known as critical pedagogy,

is a pedagogy which seeks to foster many of the things

that a banking pedagogy was lacking: an awareness of the
ever increasing ambiguity of language, advocacy for a

communal dialogue or a dialogic, as Freire called it, an
encouragement of epistemological knowledge-making, and a

nurturance of a critical consciousness or
"conscientizaqao2." And in an effort to foster these

intellectual abilities, liberatory pedagogy maintains as
one of its objectives the empowering possibility of

revolutionizing the world by problematizing the authority
of traditional power structures and individually assigned

2The term conscientizaqao refers to one acquiring the ability to
perceive political, social, and/or economic contradictions and to
take action against those aspects, components, and/or institutions of
an oppressive reality.
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social roles. In fact, Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux
commented on the way in which Paulo Freire's work, and

that of the Italian pedagogue Antonio Gramsci, was so

revolutionary in nature: "their [Freire's & Gramsci's]

objective is not to empower the individual to take a
secure place within democratic society [as was the goal of
a banking form of education]...but [their objective was]

to transform society itself to meet the collective needs

of individuals"

(Education under Siege 12). As such, much

of the aim of liberatory pedagogy is focused on
negotiating the subject position in relation to the local

space of the classroom as well as to the global space of
the larger society. Liberation of the autonomous student

subjectivity was to be a main function of the critical
classroom. In other words, much of the concentration of a

liberating pedagogy's energies is an effort towards

unveiling to individuals critical knowledge and ways of
being that have previously been beyond the reach of

students.
Today, liberatory pedagogy is one alternative, albeit
an often marginalized alternative, to traditional or

banking forms of composition course instruction. In the

majority of first year writing programs, the consensus,
according to McLaren, seems to be that "educators find
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critical pedagogy politically untenable or hopelessly

utopian"

(McLaren 148). Therefore, a Freirean method of

instruction typically remains a fringe method of

instruction. In fact, no sooner had Paulo Freire's died of
a heart attack in 1997 did the Harvard Graduate School of
Education "cancel the seminar on liberation pedagogy"
(McLaren 148). And while there is an acknowledged

difference between composition programs and educational

programs, the Harvard's School of Education is where
liberatory pedagogy had taken its initial foothold and was

subsequently done away with. This curricular foreclosure
on liberatory pedagogy by Harvard effectively indicated

that their "interest in [Freire's] ideas and work was
purely a matter of public relations"

(McLaren 148) and,

that liberatory pedagogy didn't have a lasting place in
the most traditional of institutions --or any traditional

institutions for that matter.
Regardless of this or any stigmatization which
liberatory pedagogy has received over the years,

contemporary critical theorists from the likes of Ira
Shor, Jonathon Mauk, Nick Tingle and others have continued

in the spirit of Paulo Freire and Pedagogy of the

Oppressed. These pedagogues and theorists are still
fervently working towards liberation of student
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consciousness and fighting to reclaim student

subjectivities, and for good reason. The notion of
teaching in the banking-style of education, imparting only

concrete factual knowledge has become, and is
exponentially becoming, more and more obsolete. In a time

when the rate of change is itself accelerating, values are
diversifying, and much of reality is lived in a virtual
space3, singular-meaning facts are losing their inherent

potential; Neil Postman comments on this in his own
liberatory text, which stems from the same era as that of

Freire's, Teaching as a Subversive Activity. Postman says

that constant and accelerating change is "the most
striking characteristic of the world we live in and...our
educational system has not yet recognized this fact"

(Postman and Weingartner xiii). As a result of society's
accelerating change, a banking-style of education is not

only innately oppressive but is becoming an increasingly
obsolete form of oppression. This is why Freire, Postman,
I
and many of the contemporary liberatory writers and
pedagogues continue to highlight how the teaching of
critical thinking skills in a liberatory classroom can

3 In later chapters I will discuss some of the ways in which I
envision virtual space- the internet, social networking, blogs, etc.as being a component of a meaningful critical-classroom experience.
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neutralize the manipulative aspect of those in power to

select which facts are to be banked into the minds of
students and the tendency of those facts to lose their
practical usefulness in rapidly reshaping cultural

contexts.

Joanne Brownlee, Nola Purdie, and Gillian
Boulton-Lewis demonstrate this fact in their 2003

empirical study, An Investigation of Student Teacher's
Knowledge About Their Own Learning, which is mainly
concerned with K-12 learning but easily lends itself to an

exploration of collegiate learning. Brownlee et al. find

that knowledge,

"the meaning of and understanding of whole

complexes representing objects or phenomena" (109), is
effected by the "conceptions of learning" that is "the

'what' and 'the how' of learning"

(110), which is both

carried into the classroom by students and also nurtured

by that teacher's particular pedagogy. As a result,
Brownlee et al. mapped out six hierarchical conceptions of

learning in an effort to understand which conceptions were

more frequently utilized or embraced and which conceptions
were ignored or dismissed. Of the six, three fit into the
category of "quantitative learning":
knowledge",

(b)

"memorizing",

(c)

(a)

"an increase in

"the acquisition of

knowledge for retention or use in practice"; and three fit
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into the category of "qualitative learning":
(d)

"understanding",

(e)

"an interpretive process aimed at

the understanding of reality", and (f)

person"

"changing as a

(110). Those conceptions of learning in the

"quantitative learning"

(a-c) category could also be

labeled as "reproductive" knowledge because this knowledge
"is intended to refer to the view that information is

reproduced as a direct representation of an external
reality (111). Conversely, those conceptions of learning

in the "qualitative learning" (d-f) category could also be

labeled as "transformative" knowledge "because the
information undergoes a process of construction or

transformation in relation to the individual's prior
knowledge"

(111). Over the course of study, it was

discovered, that students, in the act of learning and
retaining as value that which they had learned, more fully

utilized and embraced the "qualitative learning category."

This is. also to say that students preferred
"transformative" knowledge and learning as opposed to

"reproductive" knowledge and learning. For when:

Transformative learning was characterised as a
reflection on learning as a process of active,
personal construction of meaning: understanding

emerged from a transformation of the information
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in relation to the learner's prior knowledge,

rather than through a focus on aggregating
quantities of information that remained
unconnected to prior knowledge. Reproductive
learning, by contrast, indicated an

understanding that learning was a process of
reproducing rather than transforming knowledge.

Therefore, there was no transformation of the
information to develop personal meaning and

limited or no connection to the learner's prior
knowledge,

(115 italics author's),

Accordingly, Brownlee's findings that "transformative

knowledge" is more readily utilized and more highly
preferred by students in the classroom seems to provide

evidence attesting to the worth of Freire's liberatory

goals in his "problem-posing education" (Freire 79). A
"problem-posing education," like the "transformative
knowledge" of the "qualitative" conception of learning,

seeks to help individuals in the act of transforming both

themselves and the world; as Freire states in Pedagogy of
the Oppressed, a "problem-posing education affirms men and
women as beings in the process of becoming -- as

unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a likewise
unfinished reality" (84). Therefore, students not only
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benefit from a pedagogy of liberation through a "constant

unveiling of reality"

(Freire 81) and through that

unveiling "develop their power to perceive the way they

exist in the world with which and in which they find
themselves"

(Freire 83), students, as evidenced by

Brownlee et al., seemingly prefer a "transformative"
pedagogy of liberation.

In addition to today's rapidly reshaping cultural
contexts, and any recommendation towards "transformative
learning" within those contexts that Brownlee et al. can

make, liberatory pedagogy finds itself even more relevant

and potentially poignant to the lives and times of those

that it engages with than that of the traditional banking

concept of education. This is especially because so much
of the pedagogy's attention has been paid to the ever -increasing population of minority students within the

United States. It was Paulo Freire's own words, as

remembered by Freire's close friend Peter McLaren, which
set, and currently sets, the focus for liberatory pedagogy

upon the existence of the minority in the first year
composition classroom:
What I have been proposing from my political

convictions, my philosophical convictions, is a
profound respect... for the cultural identity of
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students- a cultural identity that implies
respect for the language of the other, the color

of the other, the gender of the other, the class
of the other, the sexual orientation of the
other, the intellectual capacity of the other;

that implies the ability to stimulate the
creativity of the other,

(McLaren 139),

As such, liberatory pedagogy has -- and has historically
had -- been concerned with the population of otherized

individuals. And as T.R. Johnson notes, "those who have
traditionally been 'otherized'
poor,

[have been] women, the

[and] racial and sexual minorities"

(Johnson 647).

As a result, these particular populations of people - women, the poor, and racial and sexual minorities -- are

those that have been historically otherized and
marginalized, and kept at an arms length by the dominant

culture.

Unquestionably, this cultural dominance has spilled
over -- if not originated in -- the institution of

education; hence banking has been the method with which to
maintain that dominance. Edward Said, a

Palestinian-American educator and advocate for the rights

of Palestinian-born peoples living in exile, discusses in
his book "After the Last Sky: Palestinian Lives" what then
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stems from a relationship based on dominance and
marginalization. Said states "all cultures spin out of a
dialectic of self and other, the subject 'I' who is
native, authentic, at home, and the object 'it' or 'you,'
who is foreign, perhaps threatening, different, out there"

(Said 34). He goes on to say that it is this dialectic

that determines how an individual, attempting to live

under the premise of the "other" or "foreign" or
"outsider," find themselves with an endless sense of

uncertainty about what is "ours"; that is, what is
pragmatically, ethnically, culturally, theoretically, and

personally one's own ideological property or belonging(s).

Agency over self and society is a luxury afforded only to
the dominant because of their dominance and is merely an
illusion for those who are "more frequently than not

perceived as 'other'" (596).
Again, this is where liberatory pedagogy stakes its
claim at relevance and political potency within a

composition classroom. Recapturing the other's autonomous

place in the world has become the driving force for
today's critical pedagogy and pedagogues. One such

critical pedagogue, bell hooks, in her 1994 work Teaching
to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom,

discusses how an education for young Black children was,
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in the 1950s on into today, a racially motivated practice
which required only that black students learn how to

answer in response to the dominant white culture with the

obligatory 'yes suh' and 'yes ma'am.' She says, education
for "Black children...was no longer about the practice of

freedom" but has became a place where Black students "were

always and only responding and reacting to white folks"

and as a result the "undercurrent of stress
diminished...the learning experience" (hooks 3-5). It was
an education that was not that dissimilar to the

master-slave dialectic, and therefore, was innately

oppressive. As a result of hook's personalized
understanding, as a result of her being Black, of

institutionalized othering, this led her to advocate for a

"radical pedagogy [or a liberatory pedagogy] that must
insist that everyone's presence be acknowledged"

(hooks

8) .

To this day, hooks advocates for what she calls in
her 2 0 03 work Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of Hope, a

"moment of pause"

(32), that is to say, that pivotal

moment when "critical intervention" engages the student
heart and mind with questions, perspectives, opinions, and

beliefs never before entertained. And it is this "moment

of pause" or "critical intervention" which is at the heart
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of liberatory pedagogy. For once a student has this

critical moment of pause and begins unpacking the nuances
of culture, economics, class, race, sex, ethnicity,

government or ideology this immediately opens the door to

an "untested feasibility" (Freire 102). For Paulo Freire,
the "untested feasibility" was a future reality and

consciousness contained within that reality that had never
previously been considered by individuals as a possibility
for their own existence. However, an "untested

feasibility" can only be obtained through critical

consciousness, because once an individual develops a
critical consciousness and recognizes that their current

state of reality doesn't have to remain, then one's
various forms of oppression(s) , limitations or established
ideologies can be challenged in pursuit of the "untested

feasibility." Therefore, the "moment of pause" for hooks
was crucial in adopting a Freirean pedagogy for

instructing students. She needed to awaken in these
students a Freirean conscientizagao, one that they could

utilize in order to uncover unrealized individual

potential.
Another current-day critical pedagogue that has
chosen to employ liberatory pedagogy as a result of his
personalized understanding of institutionalized othering
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is Puerto Rican born educator Victor Villanueva. In his
1993 work Bootstraps: From an American Academic of Color,

Villanueva discusses the stigmatized differences between
the immigrant and the minority, an important distinction
for Villanueva to make since it reveals a dialectic that

hadn't previously been as clearly identified for the

Hispanic-American population as they, like young Black

Americans, sought to gain a university education. In
making this revelation, Villanueva says that the immigrant
is the one that "enters" (29); that is, the immigrant
chooses to dislodge themselves from their place of origin

in pursuit of political economic or religious asylum
elsewhere. On the other hand, the minority is the one that
is "entered upon"

(29) . In other words, where the minority

resides -- regardless if it is in their adopted place of
residence or in their place of origin- their existence is
marked, much like the Palestinian for Edward Said, by

stigmatization, sanction, and subject seizure.
As a result of this distinction between the immigrant
"entering" and the Hispanic minority (Mexicans, Puerto
Ricans, Columbians, Hondurans and any persons from Central

or South America) being "entered upon" within the
educational system, Villanueva very firmly stated in an

interview in October of 2008 that, "we [Latinos have]
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become the commodities because the institution has to

prove that it is not racist, but the system is set up to

be racist" (Villanueva 2008). This also speaks to why
Villanueva currently describes his works at Washington

State University as steered by a heavy interest in "the
interconnectedness among rhetoric, ideology, and racism,
and their manifestation in literacy and literacy

practices" (Department of English). Villanueva, like
Freire, is heavily concerned with the way in which the

writing classroom is a potentially frightening and
colonizing experience for the minority.

Whether for the minority, the other, or simply for
students working their way through their freshman

composition course, liberatory pedagogy along with its
contemporary compositionists have envisioned students as
beings in dire need of a critical consciousness. More

specifically, however, they are in need of the way in
which a critical consciousness can liberate them from the
current systems of either corporate, institutional, and/or

ideological oppression, all endeavors which I find myself

dedicated to. I too, like Paulo Freire, see a need for
students to have a critical understanding of the world.
Especially, given the understanding that "transformative
learning"

(Brownlee et al. 115) coupled with an "untested
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feasibility"

(Freire 102) may very well meet the needs of

a student living in a world whose lines of culture,

orthodoxy, and reality have been forever blurred by things

such as the internet, social networking, and newly

conceptualized cognitive, social, and epistemic processes
(Gee 2007).

As such, in my first quarter teaching English 107 at
California State University, San Bernardino -- which for

CSUSB was the new Freshman Composition program and was
still in its infancy -- I had the opportunity to

collaborate with full-time faculty and other teaching

associates in creating the curriculum as well as its
method of implementation. I took my lead from Freirean
pedagogy and began the work of crafting a classroom

syllabus that allowed for maximizing student voice through

discussion and debate. I wanted the majority of the
understanding that was to be created from class readings

to come from the student's own perspectives. To that end,
I created "wiki" assignments that asked students to
identity one key term from one of the class readings and

unpacking it. That is to say, they were to choose one term

that was crucial to the development of the particular
author's piece and then explore the implications,
significance and meaning(s) of that term in a two page
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reflective essay. They were also required to give a brief
oral report on their chosen term, their findings, and how

it is important to the reading and our ongoing class

discussion. I did this for two reason: 1) to make sure
they were doing the reading, and 2) so use their own words
and work as a framework for the class discussion that

particular day. Any terms, ideas, or questions that were
to come about in the class discussion could connected to
the wiki assignment, effectively, making that particular

student the "leader" of the class discussion of the day.
Much of the work of my larger writing assignments for
the class were also crafted in such a way, allowing for a

maximization of student voice but coupled with a critical

understanding. The readings I assigned the class were to
be my main avenue for developing this critical

understanding: Mary Louis Pratt's "The Arts of the Contact
Zone," Edward Said's "After the Last Sky: Palestinian
Lives," Gloria Anzaldua's "How to Tame a Wild Tongue" and
"Entering into the Serpent" and John Berger's "Ways of

Seeing," all of which were from a reader entitled Ways of
Reading. From these readings, and over the course of the
quarter's class discussions, we developed an
understanding, at least a partial one, of a full range of

cultural and ideological interests: race, class, sex,
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ethnography, boarders, contact zones, perspectives and
politics, to name a few. I desired the. class discussion to

remain fluid and follow the interests of the students. I
had certain terms and notions that I wanted to cover but I

never wanted for those curriculum goals to interfere with
student exploration. I was quick to not shy away from
personal stories or politics that student (or I at times)

felt inclined to share. I did this as a result of my
critical stance that Freire started in me and Villanueva

solidified when he once told me that "the only dangerous
politics in the classroom is the one that is unspoken"
(Villanueva 2008). My classroom was to be as much about
the art of writing as it was the act of critical

exploration through that writing.
For the most part, my first year teaching freshman

composition was wildly successful. My faculty observations
and reviews went very well, which made me feel like I
wasn't too far in left field. Many of the students gave me

glowing reviews in their teacher evaluations of me. In

fact, a few of the students even told me that I was "the
best English teacher [they] ever had." I was flattered, to
say the least. To even be called an actual "English

teacher," or even "the best English teacher" by those I
teach was a huge form of personal validation. What's more,
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many of the students expressed that they had had initial

apprehensions as they received they course syllabus and
saw that it wasn't the "typical" writing course but, once

they reached the end of the quarter, came to really "enjoy
the discussions." And to my real surprise, one girl even

expressed that as the course wrapped up, she had begun to
"actually enjoy writing." By all accounts, it was a

successful teaching experience from the perspective of a
rookie educator. It was a year that I will always hold

close to my heart.

In spite of all of these personal and professional
victories, it was in reflecting upon those English 107
classes that I began to wonder how liberating was my

liberatory pedagogy? Sure, many of the students learned to
write, to some degree, in a more academic voice, which
gives the illusion of success on an institutional level. I

am confident that many of these students will go forward
in their college careers and approach writing a bit

differently and hopefully successfully. However, I
wondered, at what cost? How much does a critical
consciousness allows for institutional success? And to

what extent does institutional success threaten critical

consciousness? How much did our discussions of class, sex,

ethnography, boarders, contact zones, perspectives and
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politics allow these students a way in which to challenge
the modes of oppression effecting their lives? And how

much of it created an altogether new form of

individualized oppression? Many of these questions may be
unanswerable: How much did our discussions of class, sex,

ethnography, boarders, contact zones, perspectives and
politics allow these students a way in which to challenge
the modes of oppression effecting their lives? The answer

to this seems to be wrapped up in that which they choose
to do (or not to do) with those class discussion well

beyond the classroom. This is something I may never know
because of the short duration of our relationship.
However, one question speaks to the liberating (or not so

liberating) value of a liberatory pedagogy: how much of
our critical classroom discussions created an altogether

new form of individualized and ideological oppression?

What I mean is this: in utilizing Mary Louis Pratt's
"The Art of the Contact Zone" for a theoretical lens with

which to understand the points of contact between
cultures, belief systems, ideologies, and so on in my own

writing classroom, I began to also understand the ways in
which liberatory pedagogy itself -- like any other form of

classroom pedagogy -- is also a place of political
contact. Unfortunately, I didn't realize how poignant that
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contact was until after my classes had concluded. Once my
students had exited my class after having been exposed to

a wide array of alternative critical perspectives, it was

obvious, by way of their final project papers, that they
were experiencing a wide range of personal ideological

issues that were negatively effecting their writing
production4 and ultimately, effecting their subject

positions. These students, and any student for that

matter, encountering a curriculum that asked them to
develop an overtly critical consciousness began to
experience the slow erosion of their already establish

ideological subjectivities. My classroom discussions and

writing projects, with their foundation in liberatory
pedagogy, beckoned students to exit their personal comfort

zones and ultimately allowed for these students to be
mentally, emotionally, and ideologically disjointed for

4 I say this because by the end of the quarter the class had a wider
range of critical understanding of things such as class, race,
gender, ethnicity, culture, and language based on the class readings
and discussions. This newly formed critical consciousness seemed to
negatively effect the writing that was being done with respect to
project two- which was the classes second large writing assignment. I
realize that the seemingly poorer writing with Project two may be, in
part, because of the length of the assignment, 7-10 pages, as opposed
to Project 1, which was 4-5 pages in length. This may have produced a
writerly fatigue concerning Project 2. Or the writing may have also
been due to the fact that we were at the end of the quarter and the
student's other classes may have interfered the attention being paid
to my assignment. However, I believe the writing was negatively
effected because, as I said, a newly acquired critical understanding
of things were difficult to recapitulate along side the difficult
task of reconfiguring one's own acceptance and/or rejection of them.
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the sake of a critical consciousness and possibly

institutional success. If I didn't know any better, I'd
say that these were the same effects that the banking
concept of education of created toward student subject

positions. My critical classroom and quite possibly many
previously successful critical writing classrooms have
created an altogether new form of individualized and

ideological oppression, one which neither Paulo Freire,
bell hooks, Victor Villanueva, or I could have wanted and/

or anticipated.
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CHAPTER TWO
LIBERATION IS NOT ALWAYS SO LIBERATING
Without attempting to demonize or discredit the work
of Freirean pedagogy -- as I still see it being the

compass with which I choose to guide my own teaching -- I
do wish to unpack some of the previously unconsidered

nuances of the proposed "liberating" method of
instruction. To that end, all of the previous efforts of

liberatory pedagogy have been spent on eliminating the
potential and possibility for the oppression of peoples

via ideological, pedagogical, and institutional means.

Critical pedagogue Ira Shor, an understudy and personal

friend of Paulo Freire, describes the characteristics of
critical pedagogy as developing

habits of thought, reading, writing, and

speaking which go beneath surface meaning, first
impressions, dominant myths, official
pronouncements, traditional cliches, received

wisdom and mere opinions, to understand the deep
meaning, root causes, social context, ideology,

and personal consequences of any action, event,

object, process, organization, experience, text,
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subject matter, policy, mass media, or
discourse.

(Empowering Education 129)

As such, these habits, cultivated by critical pedagogues
in their many students, is meant to work in opposition to
oppressive systems and forces of inequality.

Nevertheless, those efforts by liberatory pedagogy

towards critical consciousness often and unknowingly have

reproduced a version -- albeit a different version -- of
the very oppressive factors in which a Freirean pedagogy

so fervently seek to avoid. More often than not, an
uncarefully crafted liberatory pedagogy and accompanying
curriculum can create an oppression greater than that
which the banking concept of education could ever hope to
create.

Wendy S. Hesford in Framing Identities: Autobiography
and the Politics of Pedagogy (1999) discusses some of the

ways in which a reproduction of oppressive factors can

occur in the classrooms of American liberatory pedagogues
At its best, critical pedagogy does not play

into reductive visibility politics, but even
critical pedagogies are vulnerable to
essentializing tactics. Moreover, appropriations

of the Freirean model, particularly in North
American institutions, pose specific challenges.
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For instance, teachers who focus solely on the
methods of learning associated with

problem-posing education and who do not engage
the emancipatory politics of the Freirean model
or its historical specificity often reproduce a
form of philosophical and pedagogical
liberalism, a stance not primarily concerned

with redistributing power and knowledge (30).
It can be seen in Hesford's statements that liberatory
pedagogy, by way of "essentializing tactics," a lack of

"emancipatory politics" and meager efforts toward
"redistributing of power and knowledge," has created a
political climate that has equally as damaging to the

subjectivity of students as that of the traditional
banking methods of education. What's more, Patricia
Bizzell in Marxist Ideas in Composition Studies (1991)
anticipates Hesford's need for discussing the culture of
critical pedagogy with her own discussion of the way in
which the academic setting as a whole -- critical

classrooms along with banking-method classrooms -- carry
an innately unequal power dynamic and, therefore, contain

oppressive functions and factors.
The academic community possesses much more power
than its incoming students do, especially if
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they display culturally determined 'otherness'

of social class, race, or gender. Our [the
teacher's] social positions allow us to
influence students' intellectual habits, values

and future lives and livelihoods to a much
greater degree than they can influence ours. In
such unequal circumstances, students may have a

strong tendency either to conform totally to
community expectations or to withdraw from the
community entirely (58-59).

As such, the very place in which liberating pedagogy gets
enacted contains the effects of confusion and conformity.
But, without getting into discussions about changing the

academic community as a whole, I would like to discuss, as
Hesford does, the ways in which liberatory pedagogy has
created a political climate that is damaging to the

subjectivity of students.
The Liberatory Educator
To begin, I must start with liberatory pedagogy's

vision for the critical educator. Under the current tenor

of liberatory pedagogy the critical educator is typically
viewed as something of a coach, guide, mentor, or muse,
all of which are metaphoric parallels that have their
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merit, as they elicit more humanistic qualities and
connotations. However, a different perspective quickly

develops if I visit the words of Paulo Freire's friend,
Peter McLaren, in Che Guevara, Paulo Freire, and the

Pedagogy of Revolution. McLaren speaks to the role of the
teacher in the critical classroom:
Freire emphatically did not regulate the role of

the teacher to that of a 'guide on the side' or
backstage 'facilitator' who moves forever

sideways, slipping out of his or her

responsibility to actively direct the
pedagogical process. His was not a sidewinder

pedagogy but rather a cobra-like, moving back
and forth and striking quickly when the
student's conditioning was broken down enough so

that alternative views could be presented (151).

This account of the "role of the teacher" does two things;
first, it tries to conceptualize the type of educator that
a liberatory educator must be. It seeks to offer an image

of the educator becoming a socially savvy, serpent-like

creature, enacting timely and highly accurate intellectual
maneuvers (and I think this goes without saying, that this

is conceptually easier said, than done). This sort-of

intellectual boxer -- to use another metaphoric creature
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as to describe the teacher -- must essentially 'float like

a butterfly and sting like a bee5, ' becoming graceful,
powerful, and all-together capable of recognizing when the

opportune time to 'strike' may be. These are merely
metaphoric accounts of an educator but they create a space

from which to understand the more practical
conceptualizations of a critical educator. The liberatory
educator, as either serpent (from Freire) or sportsman

(from myself), is a classroom entity which is constantly
in a state of idealized motion. Attack, momentum, or
motion in the liberatory classroom is based on the

educators ability towards precise activity and the
students vulnerable inactivity. It is a mythicized role of
the educator that stems from a mythicized metaphor. The

"cobra-like" pedagogy, ultimately, relies on offensive
interjection by the teacher upon the defenseless student.
The second thing this

role-of-the-liberatory-teacher-account does is to uncover
the way in which liberatory pedagogy, as highlighted by
the depiction of its pedagogues, is still a component of a

potentially oppressive system of education. The very

notion that the teacher-authority role, which much of the

5 How the professional boxer Muhammad Ali described his own
physicality within the boxing ring.
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teacher's own subject position rests upon, is grounded, on
that teacher's ability to continually move "back in

forth...striking quickly" once their "students

conditioning [have been] broken down enough so that
alternative views could be presented" seems to evoke a
very negative connotation. "Cobra-like," "conditioning" or
"broken down" are not innately incriminating or negative

in connotation. However, I do believe that the process by
which liberatory pedagogy seeks to reach "liberation" is

typified in these statements. Conditioning -- and

initiation, which I will speak of in the final chapter -has always been the manner through which education has

operated- whether traditional or liberatory in nature --

and both are oppressive in nature. Interestingly, the
characteristics of a political conditioning leads me to my

next point.

The Front-end and Back-end Politics
of Liberatory Education
To understand specifically how critical pedagogy

harbors characteristics of oppression, in spite of its
expressed goal of working against oppression, it must be

considered in relation to its binary opposite, the
"banking concept" of education. Traditional pedagogies, or

banking, produces an oppressive political climate by way
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of what I have deemed a front-end politic6. Any

pedagogical method of instruction within a composition
classroom is politically .heavy -- and by politically, I
mean that it requires that the student make ideological

choices -- from the front-end of the teacher-student

interaction; that is to say, from the moment that a
student enters any particular composition course and is
exposed to that particular teacher's chosen pedagogy. This

is a result of the fact that teaching in it of itself is
political and, therefore, once the classroom commences,
politics are engaged. Students enroll in a banking style
classroom and then enter into the political landscape of a
pedagogy that operates on the mechanism of essentially,
their inactive participation or, as Michel Foucault calls

it, their ability to be a "docile body"

(Foucault 136).

Thus, the student becomes the political object "that may

be subjected, used, transformed and improved"

(Foucault

136) from the start. As such, banking pedagogies produce
oppressive political climates from the "front-end" of the
classroom interaction, and carry that climate it all the

way to the completion, or back-end, of the course.

6 I am using "politic" irregularly. As both an infinitive: the
political effect of a pedagogy, as well as a proper noun: the thing
which categorizes a particular pedagogy.
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Essentially, a front-end politic requires that students

'move their selves aside7 and allow for new selves to be
supplanted by what the professor has to offer, effectively

becoming "banked" and ready for future academic endeavors.
A front-end politic is oppressive for a number of reasons:

it immediately dismisses what students could bring to the
table of their own learning; it validates institutional

voices and values alone; it sends the message that
teachers act and students are acted upon and most
importantly, it stymies student subjectivities.

Liberatory pedagogy, on the other hand, creates an
oppressive political climate by way of a back-end politic.

A back-end politic creates the same sort of stymieing of

student subjectivities that front-end politics do but in a

different manner. Students participating in a class which
is designed to be critical and, therefore, liberatory in

nature do offer space for the involvement of student
voices and values along with avenues for collaboration
with the teacher. However, the dialogic critical

involvement required of the student with unknown and often

revolutionary critical theories and differing discourses

demands that students begin to supplant their already
established subjectivities. Ira Shor, in a conversation
with Paulo Freire, in A Pedagogy for Liberation: Dialogues
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on Transforming Education alludes to this fact when he
says that "liberating pedagogy needs to stimulate
alternative thinking [which] can offer students some

distance from the enveloping messages and images of mass

culture" (Shor & Freire 185). However, in the effort to
put "distance" between students and the "mass culture"

surrounding those students critical pedagogues are also

putting distance between the student's subjectivities and
much of what those established subjectivities are based

on, consequently, alienating students from their own

subjectivities. In other words, if a student embraces the
critical nature of the thoughts and theories offered in
liberatory class, it then becomes that student's

acquisition of critical thinking which now alters their

original voices, values and ideological place; that is,
their ideological position(s). Essentially, a front-end
politic, by way of the teacher and his/her curriculum,

send the message to students that they don't have a
completed ideologically established place and must be

given that place by way of "banking." Conversely, a
back-end politic, by way of liberatory pedagogy, sends the
same message: those students do not have a completed

ideologically established place. Therefore, they must be
brought to that place by way of critical consciousness.
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However, the message is sent only after students realize

that their previously established place has been
challenged, illegitimized, or untimely removed by way of
their acquisition of a critical consciousness, as Nick

Tingle states in Self and Liberatory Pedagogy:

Transforming Narcissism in regards to the way liberatory
pedagogy effects student subjectivities: "it is as if to
say some outside force had suddenly laid claim to a
territory one had previously regarded as under one's own

control" (Tingle 7).
The Back-end Politic of My Own Critical
Composition Classroom
This is why I presume that my own students at CSUSB

began to display a conceptual decline in their writing

once they had reached the end of my English 107 course.

Their newly acquired critical consciousness was difficult

to recapitulate alongside the difficult task of

reconfiguring one's own acceptance and/or rejection of

that critical consciousness. I liken this personal
reconfiguration process to the one that the fictional
character Neo endured in the 1999 movie, The Matrix.
Thomas Anderson (a.k.a. "Neo"), the movie's protagonist,
is a despondent young business man looking for something

more for his life. In the course of the movie, and in
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response to his searching, he is offered an opportunity

towards radical change by the movie's most politically
polarizing character, Morpheus. Morpheus essentially

kidnaps Mr. Anderson in the effort to present him with the
simple choice between two small pills. The first, a blue
pill, is nothing more than a sleeping pill and would

assure Mr. Anderson's safe return to the place from which

he came. The second, a red pill, is the catalyst that
could start Mr. Anderson's process of coming to a critical

consciousness of the world around him, or as Morpheus
states, the thing by which he would acquire "the truth."

Plagued by his seemingly 'false' sense of existence, Mr.
Anderson hesitantly chooses the red pill, in order to find
the cause of his nagging despondence. Upon choosing the

red pill, he violently wakes up from a deep life-long

sleep to discover that "things are not as they once were"

and there is an entirely new and frightenly "real"
existence. He quickly discovers that, in fact, the entire
population of humans have been sleeping their entire lives

and living their supposed lives merely within the

subconscious/digitally projected world of the Matrix. From
the acquisition of this frightening knowledge -- of the

state of "real" human existence -- the rest of the movie
(and the two sequels) are then dedicated to the unveiling
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of the Matrix to the rest of humanity with Neo as the one
"chosen" to lead the way.

Maybe the students in my English 107 class didn't

feel exactly like Mr. Anderson escaping from the Matrix
but on some levels a liberating pedagogy can act like a

red pill. And like the permanence of the red pill-effect,

that is, waking up from the Matrix and not being able to
return to it without a knowledge of its facade, critical

pedagogy effects students by way of a back-end politic,
waking then up, and then sending them out in the "real"

world with a radically different view of the world. And

like Mr. Anderson in the Matrix, waking up to discover
that "things are not as they once were" is both violent
and vexing. In the movie, once Mr. Anderson arose from the
Matrix he was forced to accept an entirely new identity
and self-understanding this is why Mr. Anderson is
typically referred to by Matrix fans as "Neo." Similarly,

once the 'Mr. Andersons' of a critical writing classroom
arise from their uncritical Matrixes, so too, they are

forced to accept an entirely new identity and

self-understanding. Both in the cinema and in the critical
classroom, the red pill-effect becomes the intended
mechanism for subject seizure -- that is, the thing by

which student subjectivities are either suppressed and/or
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seized. From this point, I will seek to further understand
some of the probable causes within the back-end politic of

liberatory pedagogy. And later, I will offer some
recommendations forward so as to knead these oppressive
political factors out of critical pedagogy.

A Back-end Politic and Decontextualization
One of the first ways that I perceive critical

pedagogy as operating as a back-end politic is by way of

decontextualization -- and there are two parts to the

notion of decontextualization that I would like to

explore. The first is a matter of semantic play and can be
viewed as the process of removing students from, or

de-contextualizing them from, the ideological context in
which they entered the class -- this is similar to what I
just discussed with Neo waking up from his life within the

Matrix. Young students entering into a freshman writing
course typically don't enter that classroom expecting to
start challenging or critically evaluating local and/or

global ideological values or systems; they merely expect

to write and usually this expectation of writing entails
some of the most basic definitions of writing: grammar,

punctuation, spelling, and paragraph development. So, the
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process of praxis7, or stripping away the ideological

framework of what students perceive to be calcified

realities of politics, philosophy, theology, race, class,

gender and culture can be both discomforting and
threatening. Sue Turnbull notes that "once [the teacher]

make[s] students aware of ideology the effect is often

'traumatic' and even 'terrifying'"

(Turnbull 97). And, the

process of praxis, de-contextual!zing, or stripping away
the ideological framework of students, is what naturally

happen in the liberatory classroom8. Therefore, the
student's subjectivity de-contextualization process of a

critical pedagogy is politically polarizing and

potentially frightening.
The second part of the notion of decontextualization

that I would like to explore is found in the principal
meaning of the term. A liberating pedagogy is, quite

simply, an instructional method which often operates

7 Praxis is described as "the means by whereby learners are
encouraged to re-experience the ordinary extraordinarily, through a
process of critical distancing" (McLaren 149).

s A note here: more often than not, praxis is done though the guise
of 'needing content to read from which one can write.' Liberatory
classroom instructors- just as traditional banking classroom
instructors- assign texts, essays and/or anthologies which are to be
the mechanisms that propel the student through the processes of
praxis and then have them write in response. For those texts, which
are to be the catalysts for ideological exploration, are politically
weighted toward those critical perspectives with which that
particular instructor sees as the 'need' for these students to engage
with so as to achieve critical consciousness.
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through historical decontextualization. This can primarily

be seen through the work that Elizabeth Ellsworth does in
her own teaching with liberatory pedagogy as her guide. In

Ellsworth's "Why Doesn't This Feel Empowering"

(1989), she

discovers how, as she began to craft a critical curriculum
for the University of Wisconsin-Madison, liberatory

pedagogy can operate in a vacuum. As Ellsworth started
teaching her class, entitled "Media and Anti-Racist

Pedagogies," the focus of the class was to be upon

researching, writing, and producing "socially responsible
videotapes." The videos were to serve the purpose of

helping students and staff critically unearth and then
practically undo racism and alienation on their local
campus. Previous to teaching the course, however,

Ellsworth attempted to critically understand the dynamics
of unearthing racism and then coming up with practical

steps towards antiracism through critical pedagogy. From
the pursuit of this understanding Ellsworth found that the

often decontextualized and ahistorical language and theory
of liberatory pedagogy is founded on rationalist

speculation that ultimately give rise to "repressive myths

that perpetuate relations of domination"

(301) as opposed

to pragmatically altering the dynamics of those forces

that created the domination in the first place. In fact,
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through reviewing the critical literature for her class,

Ellsworth discovered that previous "educational
researchers evoke concepts of critical pedagogy [that]

consistently strip discussions of classroom practice of
historical context and political position"

(302). As such,

the goal of problematizing political ideologies such as

racism (and all other forms -isms: sexism, classism,
elitism, ableism, etc.) for the sake of offering

alternative realities or "untested feasibilities," can
become a simple suppression of student subjectivities. As
students are brought to an awareness of racism, or any
other -ism, through "radical pedagogy's inherent

relativism"

(Tingle 12), and not given any practical way

to deal with it, the decontextualized characteristics with

which to choose an alternative political ideology and/ or
the idealized notions of what antiracism actions would be,

is oppressive. In the case of Ellsworth's University of
Wisconsin-Madison course, the class was geared to

critically unearth local forms of racism. However, the
practical undoing of that racism was left solely to the

student's efforts after the class was completed. These

students my have had a critical consciousness but they had

neither the institutional clout or the individualized
resources with which to effect change. And the ability to
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recognize a problem does nothing if one can not work

towards remedying the problem, in fact, it is oppressive.
This oppression which Ellsworth speaks of can be

viewed clearly if I momentarily return to my analogy

between Freire's conscientizagao and the movie The Matrix.

At the moment Mr. Anderson, or Neo, woke to discover
himself outside of the Matrix, he was given much needed
life support from Morpheus and Morpheus' group of do-good

followers. This was because Neo's physical body had never

actually walked, talked, or engaged in any physical
activity before (because his existence was spent walking,

talking, and "acting" only on a cognitive level within the

Matrix). Thus, Neo needed help to learn how to function in
the "real" world. He needed a support system that would

carry him from the moment of awakening throughout the rest

of his life. And this life support was the very thing that
he, and others like him that had awoken from the Matrix,
did in fact receive. However, if Neo had not received the

help that he did from Morpheus at the moment of his
awakening, Neo would have most certainly been killed by
the cephalopod-like machines called Sentinels whose job it

is to "search and destroy" those humans which have escaped
from the Matrix. Morpheus knew this. And he also knew that

to have Neo merely awake to reality would only be half the
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battle towards helping him experience the 'real' world he
was going to have to help him effectively cope with the

harsh reality of the 'real' world.
The same goes for students awakening from their

non-critical consciousnesses and coming to the place of

conscientizaqao. If they do not receive the proper support
system with which to effectively cope with the 'real'

world, they may not have a cephalopod Sentinel gunning for

their lives but they may develop deep personal,

ideological and/ or psychological scarring because
"critical consciousness requires critical self

consciousness" (Tingle 8). Ellsworth's understanding of
the decontextualized nature of critical pedagogy is not

her understanding alone. This is later echoed in Peter

Roberts' case study, The Danger of Domestication (1996) .

Roberts states that liberatory pedagogy can often operate
on "fragmented" readings of literature, principles of

"reductionism," maintain a reluctance to "assess Freire's
ideas critically" and -- to my current point -- fail "to
consider social context"

(94-106). Thus, it is from a lack

of socially contextual considerations, that is, providing

resources for practical everyday change that critical

pedagogy can create for students a non-supportive, subject
suppressing,

'real' world awakening. So, whether as a
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component of removing students from, or de-contextualizing
them from, the ideological context in which they entered
the class with, or as a component of ahistorical practical

alternatives to a student's lived existence, liberatory

pedagogy can cause serious personal ideological problems.

And once a problem occurs in analyzing and interpreting
one's own ideological reality, there is no doubt that

there is a fracturing of one's autonomous subject
position. Interestingly, I do believe that the goal of all

education is, to some degree, to fragment9 some of the
ideological landscape students operate in so they they may
build fuller and broader horizons. However, critique

cannot remain critique alone, for if students are stripped
of their world or worldview and are not offered potential

avenues for rebuilding that worldview or an alternative
world-view, then a sense of hopelessness may set in; and
as Paulo Freire also commented in Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, "hopelessness is a form of silence" (91).

9 I use the word "fragment" here because I envision education working
on the mind just as lifting weights works on the body: fragmenting
the muscle fibers so that they can heal stronger and with that much
more substance. However, over using the muscles (lifting too much
weight) "fractures" them and created points of weakness. So to,
overly critiquing personal value and views (via liberatory pedagogy)
can fracture the self and create points of theological, ideological,
or psychological weakness.
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Therefore, a critical consciousness without contextualized

alternatives is a silent form of pedagogical oppression.
A Back-end Politic, Citizenry, and Cathexis

Another operating component of liberatory pedagogy's

back-end politic is its method of suggesting the creation
of a certain type of citizen, for this was also one the

aims of many traditional banking pedagogies: shaping

students into certain types of citizens. Liberatory

pedagogy can no longer justify to "undertake the

transformation of student consciousness" (Shor & Freire
176) under the mantra of liberation, conscientizaqao, or

social change when the only 'change' that is being
effected is in the deactivation and/or alteration of

student subjectivities. This type of

changing-student-subjectivity-pedagogy is nothing more

than a radical rehashing of David Bartholomae's "Inventing
the University." Teaching students that the language of

contemporary .citizenry is now a critical language is the

same as teaching students "the particular forms of
language in the academy"

(Bartholomae 2005) . Thus, if

pedagogies which truly seek liberation are to be enacted
without falling into the trap of being oppressive in
nature, then they need to not only be safe for victims of
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oppression but they must no longer be safe for the
structures of oppression, as Thomas R. West suggests

(2002) but they need to be convinced that "this community

is theirs, that it will not work against their identity
and interests"

(77-78); in other words, that it will not

"transform [their] consciousness" and ultimately their
selves, without their active and informed consent.
The ends of liberatory pedagogy have seemingly always

been noble in intention: critical understanding of systems

of oppression and means towards liberation, a heightened
sense of self in relation to the world, and a more

humanistic view of classroom interaction (among other

things) but, the means by which this happens is no longer
justifiable if liberatory pedagogy it is truly to remain

about liberation; the effects are too damaging. Nick
Tingle in Self and Liberatory Pedagogy: Transforming
Narcissism offers an understanding of just how damaging.

Tingle uncovers the psychological effects of liberatory

pedagogy by discussing the notion of "cathexis." He says
that an "individual's capacity to tolerate...cathexis"

(4) , that is, the concentration of mental energies --

almost to the point of fixation -- upon a particular
person, object or idea will directly affect their sense of

self and self subj ectivity. If an individual begins to
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encounter traumatic entities or events (i.e., death of a

loved one, 9/11, a mugger, or even liberatory pedagogy)
the process of cathexis begins, and to the degree that an

individual can "tolerate" cathexis, this will dictate
whether or not the trauma will frustrate them or quite

possibly, fracture them. For example, once "students who
believe in creationism dismiss Darwinism as 'just another
theory' they are attempting to protect themselves against
any sense that their beliefs may themselves represent just

another theory"

(Tingle 13-14); or, as one of my own young

male students retorted, "Palestinians are nothing but
terrorists." This when confronted with the work of Edward

Said and a notion never previously considered for him:
that the Palestinian people are "oppressed," "exiled"

(Said) and essentially homeless. If an individual cannot

tolerate the process of cathexis10, as provoked by a

traumatic event or information, then that person will
objectify both the event and their self(s) in relation to
the event as a means of distancing themselves from the

10 To further, and maybe fully, understanding the process of cathexis
for an individual one must take into consideration other
characteristics of psychology, specifically Freud's discussions on
the 'ego' and 'narcissism.' As such, "narcissism in the adult is a
product of ether regression or defense" (Tingle 11), and for students
in the liberatory classroom, once confronted with the 'trauma' of
critical consciousness they either regress and/or become defensive
for the sake of the ego and dealing with cathexis.
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frustration and pain. And once this distancing occurs the
autonomous-self is lost and one's "self-relation to their

[previously secure] values"

(Tingle 1) has become fragile.

This inevitably has a negative effect on not just the

student's subject self but on the student's ability to
actually learn within the classroom environment. For a
"cultural dissonance (either from one's own culture or
from the one being introduced) can affect learning... the

further a child's culture is from the culture of the
school the less the chance for success (Dean 89).
Therefore, liberatory pedagogy create for students an

effect which damages both their ability to tolerate

cathexis and their ability to effectively learn through

that cathexis. A point my young male Palestinian-hating
student made clear when he stated that he didn't "want
anything to do with Edward Said."

That young student and his verbalized aggression
towards a whole other culture was certainly the exception
in my English 107 course, however, his response seemed to
highlight the fact that liberatory pedagogy was not

liberating some. And the interaction that was occurring
between him and Edward Said was not merely a matter of a
liberating dialectical response-- as Freire and my hope

would have been-- it was something ideologically
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oppressive to him. The intention of the dialectic within

my class, and all critical classrooms is a Freirean
response to the monolectic tradition of writing

instruction. Yet, my student's interaction with Said's

text became his personal battle for ideological life. This
is very similar to what Nick Tingle points out when he

says that the "adventures of the dialectic resemble the
mythic pattern of death and rebirth"

(Tingle 5). This

particular student was facing ideological death and he

chose to fight against it. For the rest of my students,
and others in similar critical classrooms, liberatory

pedagogy becomes the instructional method which implores

students to get themselves (or allow themselves to get)

intellectually "lost" for the sake of becoming
ideologically "found." But, as I have already discussed,

this creates for young a very difficult process of

cathexis for young students. An interesting note at this
point: Tingle's terms "lost" and "found" have interesting

evangelical overtones. As such, they lend themselves to
the notion that liberatory pedagogy does its work on the

promise of offering an ideological "resurrection"

(of-sorts) of the critically conscious self. It is a
"resurrection" that occurs as a result of the "sacrifice"

of a previous uncritically conscious self, one that didn't
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know that it was in need of a liberated "savior."
Unfortunately, in the case of a writing classroom
pedagogy, the "sacrifice" that is being made for the sake

of resurrected-self isn't -- to follow the metaphor to

completion -- in the form of another, it is in the form of
the student's own subject position.

Liberatory pedagogy has not strayed far from the path
here, it has merely failed to acknowledge that it is not
that different from traditional pedagogies in its effect

on student subjectivities. It is my belief that any

pedagogy which seeks to "liberate students" by continuing
to operate as a back-end politic --by de-contextualizing
students, suggesting a certain type of citizenry, or

ignoring the delicate process of cathexis -- has
inadvertently and unintentionally maintained an agent-less

student. Critical or liberatory pedagogy has been too

quick to assume that, by way of a problem-posing education
and aims at liberation, that it automatically allows for

an autonomous student subject position. Problem-posing
education has, like the banking method of education, left
students in the first year composition classroom feeling
just as silent and lacking any self-saliency or

subjectivity. The revolutionary commitment of Freirean

pedagogy and pedagogues to enlighten, empower and
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emancipate students from hegemonic norms, has become, as
Sue Turnbull sees it, the ideological "blind

spot...[which] constitutes the black hole" (Turnbull 90)
that neither the student not the teacher will be able to

effectively liberate themselves from if not fully
acknowledged.

Liberatory Pedagogy and the Trope
of Homelessness
At the risk of belaboring a point, I must explore one

last oppressive characteristic, expressed in the form of a
trope, that has imbedded itself into the process of
liberatory pedagogy and helped to maintain a student

subject seizure in the critical classroom. Interestingly,

this particular "blind spot" may also be the device which
helps to provide a reconditioning of sorts within critical
pedagogy. To do this, I must return to Paulo Freire and
the origins of his liberation pedagogy. It is well known

that Freire devised his pedagogy in hopes of helping the

oppressed, and rightfully so, those that themselves come

from states of oppression usually want to help others out
of that same oppression by whichever means they used to

acquire their own freedom and/or liberation. However, as
Freire's origins for his pedagogy lay with the oppressed,

this then brings with that pedagogy very thick theoretical
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implications. And if the nuances of these implications are
not fully understood, the results are, for students, a

plethora of unintended consequences (which I will discuss
shortly). To further explain the significance of

liberatory pedagogy originating within the world of

oppressed individuals, I enlist the help educator and
theorist, Henry Giroux. Giroux observes that Freirean
pedagogy as being forged from a "trope of homelessness.,"

Since Freire, as a result of his imprisonment and then
exile from Brazil (McLaren 143), traveled across many
geographic boarders (Chile, Bolivia, Europe, Africa, North
America, etc.), "the task of being an intellectual [for

Freire] has always been forged within the trope of
homelessness," that is, "between different zones of
theoretical and cultural differences,- between the boarders

of non-European and European cultures"

(Giroux 179). Thus,

those "zones of theoretical and cultural differences" are

a constant marker for liberatory pedagogy. Its origins and
its continued existence are based on the emotional,
ideological, and sociological trope of transience.

Consequently, the theoretical implications of this

"trope of homelessness" is that students, once engaged

with a critical consciousness -- either by choice or by
chance -- will inevitably begin to feel some of the
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effects of this trope: anxiety, fear, doubt, and a sense

of loss for one's theoretical, cultural, or ideological
"home(s)." Homeless and/or placelessness marks the
emotions that accompany a liberatory pedagogy, and it goes

without saying, that these states of very personalized
emotions are not the places for a liberated identity,

these are the sign posts for continued subject suppression

and sanction. Fortunately, for critical pedagogy and those

that consider themselves critical pedagogues (myself
included) need not feel remorse for these unintended
consequences of our method of instruction. All pedagogy
operates under the mechanism of sanctioning the

subject-self. This is essentially the same as saying that
all pedagogy is political in nature and requires response

(either through commission or omission) from the

subjectivity which it engages. Thus, all pedagogy is a
subject-sanctioning entity. In order to fully understand
this, one has to take into consideration the odd semantics

of the word "sanction." To sanction, means both permission

and penalty (OED). On one hand, it allows access, and on
the other hand, it can deny access. So, to label pedagogy

an entity of sanction is to also say that it contains the
characteristics to say who is institutionally allowed

'in', as well as, those characteristics which say who is
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intentionally left 'out'. Through sanctioning, pedagogy
grants permission to certain subjects and provides penalty

for others; pedagogy is, along with the very notion of
sanctioning, an oddly dichotomous mechanism for creating

various jurisdictions, of which liberatory pedagogy was

never immune. Yet, to further distance itself from being a
pedagogy of foreclosure and/or a doctrine of displacement,
it needs remain blind to these facts no longer.
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CHAPTER THREE
A HOPE-FILLED PEDAGOGY
The appreciation of the fact that liberatory pedagogy

in its current state could possibly be creating

ideological displacement or continuing oppression in the

composition classroom should be enough to send the world
of liberatory pedagogues into a state of, if anything,
self-reflection. And this self-reflection should elicit
the sort of response that is true to the nature of a

critical pedagogue: to question. Some questions that may
arise may be reflexive in nature: Where did we go wrong?

Where did we lose sight of liberation? Where did we lose

focus? But, I believe these are the wrong sort of
question. I said earlier, I did not want to demonize Paulo

Freire, liberatory pedagogy, or the work that is being
done through critical pedagogues. That is because I
believe the "trope of homelessness" that initiated the

pedagogy of Freire has neither been considered strongly

enough in the teaching philosophies of contemporary
critical pedagogues or those considerations have been lost

along the way.
Peter McLaren, like Henry Giroux, also acknowledged

the way in which Paulo Freire got his inspiration from the
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homeless, the poor and the oppressed. And like Giroux,
McLaren provides commentary which uncovers more of the

extent in which Freirean pedagogy is rooted not just for
the oppressed, but with the oppressed. In Che Guevara,

Paulo Freire, and the Pedagogy of Revolution, McLaren

states, "Freire's own personal contact early in his life

with Brazilian peasants profoundly shaped his assent to
popular revolts against economic exploitation in Latin
America, Africa and elsewhere"

(153) and ultimately, the

crafting of a critical pedagogy. These roots of this
critical pedagogy may contain the characteristics of

oppression (i.e., feelings of anxiety, fear, doubt, and

loss for one's theoretical, cultural, or ideological
home)

however, these roots also contain the mechanism for

enactment of a more student-subject-friendly classroom
pedagogy and praxis.

Forism and Withism
To explain, in working with the poor Freire
recognized that if a population "living as the detached
appendages of other people's dreams and desires" (McLaren

153) were going to free themselves from appendage or

oppression, they were going to need a way with which to
achieve first, autonomy and then, through that autonomy,
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solidarity so as to achieve a liberated intellectual and
material circumstance, hence his crafting of liberatory

pedagogy. However, in trying to help the poor become
autonomous individuals living in an improved intellectual
and material circumstances either Freire, or those

contemporary individuals attempting to work through a
Freirean vein, didn't fully appreciate the fact that these
dreams and desires needed to be dreamt and desired by
those that were going to live it, not by those that wanted

them to live it for them. To this point, McLaren notes,
that more often than not "the dreams of the poor were

always dreamt for them by distant others who were removed
from the daily struggles of the working class" (McLaren
153). Thus, liberatory cannot continue to dream "for the

poor" as opposed to with the poor. Freire identified that

"distant others" were working as a proxy for the subject
position of the poor but he effectively distanced himself
when he too still dreamt for them. Now, I do not want to

discredit the many years of philanthropic work that Freire
did in fact do. My concern is not with the level of actual

working with the poor that Freire did or did not do -- and
again, he did do so very much. My concern is with the

theoretical forism that has taken root in contemporary
critical pedagogy as a result of the nature of operating
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from the paradigm of working with a subject-less
population of people. It is that same sort of forism,
again, the working for or as a proxy for a person, which

took hold when Freire realized that there were "dreams

that burned in the habitats of the hearts of the
oppressed"

(McLaren 153) but he still sought to work for

those dreams and not always with those dreams -- as
evidenced by the fact that Freire had to devise plans and

procedures apart from the oppressed. More specifically
however, my concern is with the difficulty that arises

when translating a liberatory pedagogy, that was designed
for people outside of a school, into a liberatory pedagogy

that was designed for people inside of a school. And the
way in which that academic liberatory pedagogy, because of
the confines of the academy, creates a more calcified

forism pedagogy.

To explain, Paula Mathieu in Tactics of Hope: The
Public Turn in English Composition (2005) helps to better

understand the way in which the subject position of

oppressed individuals can better be activated by working
not through a notion of forism but through a collaborative

withism; that is, with the oppressed in such a way that
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respects their autonomy11. Likewise, Mathieu's work

provides one way of working against the suppression of

student autonomy. She does this through an exploration of
the type of individual which arguably suffers the most in

terms of a lost sense of autonomy: the homeless. In
exploring the world of the homeless Mathieu uncovers

methods for working constructively with them in ways that

is neither patronizing nor inconsiderate; they are methods

which seek to meet the needs of the homeless in

conjunction with the needs of society concerning them all
the while activating and equalizing both subject

positions. Therefore, utilizing Mathieu's work will

greatly informs a vision for a liberatory classroom which
creates active roles for all players and does not just
maintain the activity of the teacher.
Mathieu, like bell hooks, is an educator concerned

with the 'streets.' She writes and teaches with attention
to community literacy, service learning, and public
writing. And from this, her interest seems to be "a desire
for writing to enter civic debate; for street life to

11 While I do see Mathieu's work as a way of more carefully
considering "the subject position of oppressed individuals," I do not
conceive the homeless, the poor, or university students as being
equivalent in definition or nature. I merely believe that the work
with the homeless that Mathieu does and the work with the poor that
Freire does can illuminate a better understanding for the work that
is done with university students for the critical pedagogue.
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enter the classrooms through a focus on local [and] social
issues12"

(Mathieu 1). As a result, she approached a

writing project which was to work with those who actually

live on the streets of Chicago; it was called "The
Streetwise Writers Group" (33). Streetwise was a newspaper
that included editorials, articles, poetry, and other

forms of writing that primarily focused on homeless and
poverty-related issues and debates. The paper's staff:
writers, editors, vendors, etcetera were all those who

lived on the streets, and any "changes to the work would
be made with them" (33 emphasis hers). Mathieu held
workshops which included advice and instruction on various
journalistic techniques: interviewing, writing, editing
and reporting. Over time, the content and concerns of the

paper changed based not on any exterior economic,
institutional, or individualized concerns but were based
on "the writers [own] desires and interests"

(34). This

method of inclusivity with which Streetwise operated was
not merely as a result of pedagogical consideration --

12 I perceive "writing to enter the civic debate," writing for the
streets, and service learning as a crucial component of both working
against a banking concept of education and towards a pragmatic
critical pedagogy. Caroline Pari in Resisting Assimilation Academic
Discourse in the Writing Classroom channels John Dewy to make this
point, "a student's school experience must be connected to his or her
outside world experience. Doing so would avoid limiting a student's
knowledge to a 'teacher's knowledge to facts and makes learning
mechanistic" (109) .
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although that is a part of it. Mathieu understood the need
for leading the project with an extreme level of

humanistic sensitivity and consideration for the
fluctuating needs of a people who often go without food,

shelter, or stability. Thus, any goals, guidance, or
longevity of the project could only be considered
secondary to the needs and wants of those who worked with
the project. In fact, the project operated not just on a

method of inclusivity but more fundamentally, as Mathieu

discusses, on a simple "hope." This hope permeated the
daily lives of those in and around Streetwise as there was

no guarantee that the staff would actually come to work.
Every day started with the hope that people would show up,
the hope that people would do the work, and the hope that

people would invest themselves when they essentially had

nothing to lose and quite possibly, nothing to gain.

Fortunately, by operating on hope and inclusivity,
the paper became such a source of importance for both the

writers and the readers it ballooned to a point of
necessitating a second avenue for expression for the

homeless individuals involved in its success. As a result,
the Streetwise team came up with a theatrical bus tour

that was called Not Your Mama's Bus Tour. The tour was "to

be narrated by the members of the writing group, who told
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stories about their lives and their experiences in the
city, in the spaces where they occurred"

(39). Without

going into anymore details about the Not Your Mama's Bus

Tour, I can say that the governing principles of the tour

were no different than those of Streetwise. Mathieu and
the tour patrons could only hope that the "actors" --

a.k.a. the homeless individuals who were narrating their
lives at various points in the city -- would actually show

up and perform every night for little to no pay and the
threat of possible public humiliation. Again, the hope
paid off, and the actors consistently invested themselves
in the project because Mathieu didn't push commitment to
the project because the project was intended to be for the
benefit of the homeless. She started working with the
concerns of the homeless so that they could choose to take

the opportunity, or not, of investing themselves in a

project, and from that investment, discover how to utilize
the project as something that would work for themselves.

As she notes,
One writer feared that once his writing entered

into a public realm, he would lose control over
the text and how it might be read and misread.
Some writers worried that publishing

controversial views might make them vulnerable
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to public attacks in whatever form.

[Other forms

of expressed concern and fear:]

apprehension...the group's public identity and

rhetorical persuasiveness... claiming a right to
respond to issues... claiming an
identity... attention in local media...readers

may be turned off...personal safety...the right
to have their names and pictures used...not

being heard at all...how readers were
responding...what conclusions they were

drawing...overdetermined charitable

response... stereotypes of homeless
people...[and] becoming a voyeuristic spectacle

of individual struggles, pains, or triumphs
(37-38).

As I stated previously, hope was the thing that
carried the momentum for Mathieu, the Streetwise team and
the Not Your Mamma's Bus Tour actors. However, before any

writing or bus touring could generate any momentum, or

hope to carry it on to completion, individual concerns and

fears of the homeless needed to be seriously considered.
In fact, every single writer and bus tour actor needed to

develop individualized methods for coping with their own
needs and wants. Some of which were: 1) the real-world
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struggles of being a homeless person with a 'job' that
required a consistent commitment, 2) the realization that

that 'job' didn't actually provide enough 'profit' for a
home to be purchased, and 3) the fears that confronted
them as writers and actors who were placing 'pieces' of

themselves on display for the public, during that 'job.'
Mathieu speaks to these concerns as she says that those
who showed some interest with the paper or the bus tour,

and who were homeless, were often "unable to equal or
overturn the powerful strategic systems scripting their

lives,

[therefore] the group created projects in various

polemic and utopian forms- calculated pot shots, poetry,

humor, critique, and parody -- as tactical responses to
the systems framing their lives"

(43). And from these

calculated and collaborated "pot shots, poetry, humor

[and] poetry" individuals, alongside Mathieu, developed a
manner with which to cope with the exchange between their
personal lives that were coming into contact with the

public eye. As a result, Mathieu effectively equalized the

point of exchange -- the point a person gives a 'piece' of

themselves to an endeavor outside of themselves or of

someone else's choosing for the sake of a supposed
'profit.' She first considered the needs and wants of the
people with which the project was supposed to be for, and
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as a result, helped to activate the subject position of
the Streetwise and Not Your Mamma's Bus Tour teams. This

effectively then, made the point of exchange about
equality and individual 'profit,' not about pedagogical,

curricular, institutional, or even economic 'profit13.'

Classroom Capital

In spite of my slip into the discourse of economics,
the fact remains, this realm of discourse has can create

an awareness of equality, or lack thereof, of subject
positioning. For the economically defunct -- the homeless

subjectivity must be attained through an ability to
create some sort of capital. In the case of the Streetwise
and Not Your Mama's Bus Tour, the capital was partially

coin but was mainly cultural. For students in the first

year writing classroom their ability, or lack thereof, to
attain subjectivity must also be attained through an
ability to create some sort of capital. Again, the capital
that counts, in school, is cultural: academic discourse,

tidy assignments, above average grades, and assimilation

so administrative and teacherly wants or desires. Unlike

13 Much of that I have described so far by utilizing Mathieu's work
with Streetwise and Not Your Mamma's Bus Tour, and the method by
which she does it, is very similar to the work described by Freire in
Pedagogy of the Oppressed. However, as I go on, the differences
between Mathieu's work and Freire's will make themselves known.
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Mathieu working with the homeless, the exchange between
the student and the institution, especially within the

liberatory writing classroom, can be inequitable. One,

because, as I discussed previously, liberatory pedagogy
can ideologically foreclose students from their previously

established selves; more pragmatically, however, because
of the institutional tradition of evaluation and grading.

David Bleich in "The Materiality of Language and the

Pedagogy of Exchange"

(2001) says that the language of

students -- which is representational of the subjectivity

of students -- is "not usually eligible for treatment in

most writing courses [because] exchange is constrained by
institutional evaluation processes and academic ranking"
(38). Teachers as a whole typically maintain the need to

assign grades due to the particular difficulties of
enacting pedagogy within the university, which expects

them to maintain certain guidelines, expectations, and
standards. And in doing so, teachers constrain exchange
through the establishment or maintenance of a canonical

language even if that language is critical in nature.
Thus, students in a liberatory classroom are foreclosing
on their previously established selves and "being rewarded

by teachers, sometimes consciously, sometimes
unconsciously, for using the teacher's language usually
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without citation on examinations and essays"

(38). And the

worst part of it, as Bleich recognizes, "this is

understood as 'learning'"

(38). While it is understandable

that students can often find assignments, projects or
prompts disconnected, unimportant or insignificant to
their lives and, therefore, choose to invest little or

nothing towards their completion, it is not acceptable for

a student to 'get' very little from writing assignments
because they essentially 'give' away their subjectivity in

exchange.

Strategy Versus Tactic: A Spacial Understanding
of the Classroom Dynamic

From here, I will spend a good amount of time
discussing a practical writing and grading practice that
seems to fit well within a more liberating liberatory
pedagogy. But before I do, I must lay some more groundwork
for understanding why this particular grading practice is

so important, first for the critical classroom and
secondly, really for any composition classroom. To lay
that ground work, I must move away from the discourse of

economics and move into an entirely different discourse,
the discourse of war and, later, colonization. Previous to
the discussion of her work with the homeless in Tactics of

Hope: The Public Turn in English Composition (2005)
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Mathieu unveils a relational understanding that informed
her various projects with the homeless. She uses the

discourse of war, the militaristic terms "tactics" and
"strategy"

(17) and the differentiation between the two as

a way to guide her pedagogy. As Mathieu describes:
strategies are "calculated actions that emanate from and

depend upon 'proper' spaces"

(16). Therefore, strategy

becomes a measure of defensive positioning, defending from
exterior forces that which has been previously

established. On the other hand, Mathieu describes tactics
as those actions which "are available when we do not
control the space" (16). Therefore, and in opposition to

strategic positioning, tactics operate as a measure of
offense or attack in order to create or capture a much
needed space. This knowledge directly informs writing
classroom relations, much like it did for the relationship

between Mathieu, the homeless and the public.

From this understanding, one can appreciate the

composition classroom relational dynamics. Any action from
a teacher in a writing classroom operates almost entirely

on strategy because the previously established locale of
the classroom is essentially 'owned and operated' by the

teacher. For teachers most certainly operate from a place

that has been "previously established." The geography of
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the classroom, the institutional hierarchy, the chosen

language and'accepted ideology along with the 'ideal'

writing product and/or process all gets strategically
channeled from the place of the teacher. On the other side

of the relationship dialectic, however, is the student.

Students in a writing classroom must operate from a very
complex and deeply dichotomous place of classroom

performance; for they must work tactically as well as
strategically. Let me first explain their utilization of
tactic. As a result of simple fact that students do not

own any particular territory within the academy --

geographically, hierarchically, ideologically, etc. --

they must continuously find themselves on the attack,

fighting for a place14 to call their own. This can be
understood as students are consistently trying to find
their niche in the writing classroom, or convey in their

writing that thing that they do have knowledge of -- i.e.,
themselves, their families, sports, sororities, religion,

music lyrics, etc. Unfortunately, as David Bleich pointed
out previously, the language of students is "not usually

14 As a note, Matthieu gives an enlightening discussion on the notions
of orientation in the classroom: "problem orientation" vs. "project
orientation" (50), so as to further survey the "space" that students
are forced to work from in the classroom. Both orentations are very
useful in helping to change the thinking that is done in regards to
classroom pedagogy and practice.
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eligible for [serious] treatment in most writing courses"
(Bleich 38). This is why students must also utilize

strategy, for they are relentlessly attempting to defend

that which is their only perceived and "previously
established" site, that of the self. While the composition
course, and ultimately the university, takes student

writing -- that is to say their home language, personal
ideology, and individualized discourse -- as ineligible
for serious consideration, students will be forced to

"fight" for them as they are being asked to relinquish
them. This dichotomous positioning that students must

endure is an innately anxious and extremely frustrating
existence, one that resembles the lives of history's

colonized.

Strategy Versus Tactic: The Colonization Effect
Franz Fanon in The Wretched of the Earth discusses
the way in which those who are colonized -- in his case,
the Caribbean island of Martinique falling under

colonization from the French -- are unable to truly enact
an autonomous subject position due to the ethical and

cultural imperialism affected by the colonizing entity. As
Fanon states,
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A colonized person must constantly be aware of

his image, jealously protect[ing] his
position...[As a result,] the defenses of the
colonized are tuned like anxious antenna waiting

to pick up the hostile signals of a racially

divided world. In the process the colonized
acquire a peculiar visceral intelligence

dedicated to the survival of body and spirit
(Fanon ix).
Thus, Fanon's actions and existence, much like a young

student in the composition classroom, is based in
strategy. Both Fanon and the student in a composition
classroom have their "defenses" constantly "tuned," ready

to respond to the "hostile signals" of those that, with

their words, offer citizenship and acceptance but with
their institution, offer permanent otherness and

subject-seizure. However, as I have previously stated,

existence in this colonized state is also dichotomously
tactical. For Fanon, and others who share his existence,

must also utilize some small form of tactic, operating on
the offense, in order to salvage any scraps of place which

may house the native self and not some newly conformed
self. Jean-Paul Sartre, a friend of Fanon, discusses this

destructive dichotomy of colonization upon the colonized.
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He states that as a colonizing entity attempts to
recognize a form of citizenry for the colonized, at the

same time, it finds itself denying the subject through a
disavowal of individual representation or autonomous
recognition. As Sartre states,
French colonial policy acknowledges the naked

right of the colonized as individual -- divested

of cultural differences -- to be identified as a
citizen of the republic. But there exists, at

the same time, a discriminatory denial or
disavowal of the colonized citizens right to be

represented and recognized as a culturally
clothed subject who may not conform to the norms

and practices of the French civil society.
Without the rights of representation and

participation, in the public sphere, can the

subject ever be citizen in the true sense of the
term (Fanon xxiv).
The answer is no. "Without the rights of representation

and participation, in the public sphere...the subject [can

never] be [a] citizen in the true sense of the term"

(xxiv, emphasis mine).

Again, this is why Mathieu developed projects to work
with the homeless instead of projects that worked for them
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through the lens of some "policy [which] acknowledges the

naked right of the colonized as individual," but allows no

validated participation. To devise an institutional policy
or pedagogy for individual acknowledgement but not allow
for participation on all levels by the individual, it is

still colonizing, inequitable, and oppressive.
Unfortunately, the university classroom is by its nature

is a colonizing space which puts restraints and obstacles
in the way of student autonomy and critical pedagogy in
its effort toward student autonomy. In spite of this,

however, efforts must be made for the native subject

selves of students so that those students don't suffer the

oppression of strategic/tactical dichotomy. And if
critical pedagogy is to continue to see itself as being
the best suited to do this then it must reevaluate how it

operates as a component of an innately colonizing
institution.
Two Zones of Traditional Institutional Control
of Colonization: Curriculum and Grading

This brings me back to grading. The land has been

laid by Mathieu's tactical/ strategic positioning and
Fanon's understanding of a colonized existence in order to
speak to grading by way of a notion of space: more

specifically, a personalized space coupled with place, and
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both, being conceived as components of location. To
explain, grading -- and the anxiety concerning grades -has always been a source of much of the "oppression" that

happens in a freshman composition course. And more often
than not, grades are the means by which the location of
the classroom is controlled and monitored. But, what is it

that we as teachers really know about ourselves and our
students in a writing class as a result of the grading and
evaluating process? I presume it isn't any qualitative

knowledge of the world and the way it works; if it were, I
would then be safe to assume that because McDonalds
receives and restaurant rating of 'A' by the Department of

Public Health then the food that it serves must qualify as

both healthy and as the best possible choice of cuisine

available? I don't think so; there is no question that the
holistic grade assigned to McDonalds is not a real
indicator of the food that it serves. It may very well be
fit for human consumption within an establishment that has

kept its floors clean but it not a viable source of
nutrients and, ultimately, not a viable location for

developing health. Yet, for all its lack of genuine
insight and real world understanding into the
circumstances that make up the human dilemma, holistic
grading still persists and persists to the point that
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students must play the game of ideological positioning by

way of strategy and tactic, and risk forfeiture, or
colonization, of their subjectivity for the sake of that
grade. Interestingly enough, I find the persistence of the
practice of grading founded, not on the intentions of

colonization but in the supposed function of 'knowing'

--

which is precisely the thing that it seems to lack. But, I
ask again, what is it that we really know about ourselves
and our students in a writing class as a result of the

grading and evaluating process? Because like McDonalds,
students may receive an 'A' but that doesn't mean they are
healthy15.
The composition classroom, following suit with the
rest of the institution, has come to rely on holistic

grades and grading for the supposed function of knowledge,

that is, both for and about the students: knowing what the
students know, knowing what they need to know, and

ultimately, knowing 'where they are at'. It is a notion of
intellectual location that drives governments,

15 I use the term "healthy" with caution, realizing that it carries
with it certain connotations that I neither intend nor do I want to
shy away from. A student certainly doesn't enter a composition
classroom "unhealthy" or some derivative of the notion of
"academically ill." However, I do believe there is some validity to
the idea that the university sees some of its work to be in the
business of classifying and qualifying student work and then
providing a way to "remedy" of "sanitize" any perceived deficits in
those classifications and qualifications.
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administrations, and teachers, through the mythical

function of grades, attempting to classify the
unpredictability of where students 'are at,' or where they
are going, or more importantly, where they supposedly

'need' to be going. All the charts, graphs, curves,

calculations, and comparisons that are used by the
cumulative body of those in the 'know' are used in order

to locate those who are outside of the 'know,' and either
devise a plan to get them 'in', or a method for leaving

them 'out.' This is simply a component of the

subject-sanctioning entity of pedagogy, which I discussed
previously. By sanctioning, pedagogy can either allow

access or deny access; however, the sanctioning function

of pedagogy gets calcified through the practice of
grading. Teachers are, by adhering to holistic and
hegemonic grades perpetuating the "ins," that is, who is
allowed in, and the "outs," that is, who is kept out of
the academy: a practice detailed in teacherly spreadsheets

and administrative records. Furthermore, the persistence
of grading as a means of knowing the locality of students
is additionally perpetuated by that which the students

themselves come to know as a result of those grades: the

stigmatic function of life placement; or, as Jonathan Mauk
points out, grades and all that we presume to know as a
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result of them, are all about "location, location,
location"

(Mauk 368). In other words, the better the

grade, the better one's location in life: culturally,

economically, and socially.
The Politics of Location: Place and Space

Kirsch and Ritchie in "Beyond the Personal:

Theorizing a Politics of Location in Composition Research"
(1995) state that what is needed to be brought into

composition research in order to validate "experience as a
source of knowledge" was, and still is, a "politics of

location" (7). I, along with Jonathan Mauk through his
article "Location, Location, Location: The "Real"
(E)states of Being, Writing, and Thinking in Composition,"

speculate that developing a sensitivity to the politics
and potential of location can offer more than just

validation of the personal or a "colonial policy [that]
acknowledges the naked right of the colonized" (Fanon

xxiv). This sensitivity can 1) tactically work with
students, like Mathieu suggests and 2) act as a catalyst

for understanding the "how" and "why" of broadening the

boarders that is the traditionally closed system of
academia. I also see the politics of location opening up

what Nedra Reynolds calls "the study of neglected places
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where writers work" (Reynolds 13). In order to discuss

these politics and their potential in working toward a
coup d'etat of the grading policies, I must first discuss

a few of the mechanisms of location as I have conceived
them to be.

The first mechanism of location is the notion of
Place. Place is often reflected by the individual but is
not in itself of the individual; Place is where an

individual, through principals, beliefs, and experiences

may stand, and from that stance, begin to move in relation
to his/ her surroundings. If I may use a metaphor, Place
is the ideological "home" for an individual. However,

unlike a physical home, Place is constantly fluid, ever

shifting, just as the human experience is. Place it is a
temporary "home" in which we house our principals,

beliefs, and then, move them into a new "house" once the
old one becomes obsolete. As humans, we are constantly

moving, building and rebuilding our ideological "homes,"

renovating them, abandoning them, and reinventing them.
Place is innately connected to the individual; however,
Place is also intimately connected to Space, which is my

second mechanism of location.
Space is the allocation of a physical or ideological

terrain for the accommodation of the individual's Place.
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To return to my previous metaphor, Space is the "land" in
which the "home" is built. Space is often determined by an

individual(s) as they see fit. Space is not defined in it
of itself; it must be defined by a conglomerate of

individual's enacting Place, say for instance a
congregation of a church having a worship service. The
church is not truly a space of worship unless the members
are worshipping within its walls. Unlike Place, Space is

constant; it is only in the exploitation of that Space
that it changes. Interestingly, Spaces are not defined so

much by who or what they keep out but more so by whom or

what they let in. This can be seen in looking at a
physical space, for once a parcel of land is increased in

geographic size, it is then considered "more,-" so too with

an ideological Space, it is considered "more," larger,

more resource-full once the allocation for more Places is
made available.

In thinking of Place (home) and Space (land) in this
manner, it gives ample room to consider the dynamic of

location and the much needed dynamic of location within
the composition classroom. It is also important to

understand that both Place and Space are symbiotic in

nature, one helps define and enable the other, and without

one, the other may suffer -- or not be fully utilized. In
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addition, both Place and Space exist as a result of
ideology. To revisit the example of the church: the
physical Space of a church was built for the enacting of a

religious ideology and the members enter that Space to
enact their religious ideology of Place. The same can be

said with the ideological space of the academy. Thus,

Place is innately individual, yet it also contains the
extreme potential to be deeply collaborative, again the

image of the church holds true here. This collaborative

potential that Place holds will be crucial in expanding
the notion of. Space. Or as Doreen Massey states,

"studying

a spatially delimited area [or a place] does not mean that

it should be conceptualized as not inherently linked to
other places" (Massey 260); thus, the way Space and Place
are symbiotic so too are the distinctions between a

multitude of Places, or in this case, individual
Student-Places.

The Politics of Location: Containment
and Colaboration
It is as a result of the current ideology and

practice of holistic grading within the critical classroom

that the Places of students are confined to a narrow and
well guarded Space of the university; or as Greg Rode
calls it in "Father Knows Best: Liberatory Pedagogy and
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the Tropics of Containment" (1995) the status quo

characteristics of liberatory pedagogy are nothing more

than "tropics of containment" (Rode 43). Thus, there is a
need for broadening the academic Space so that more Places
for student' selves can be enacted. By letting alternative

grading practices into the academy, we allow for
alternative ideologies and more Space (land) for Place

(homes). Ultimately, this may decrease the ever growing
population of those lacking academic Place in spite of
their fervent, yet often very futile, participation. These

are the people who have what Jonathan Mauk calls

"placelessness"

(Mauk 370); these are students who are

neither fully "in" nor fully "out" due to the operating
function of self- sanctioning as enforced by writing
classroom pedagogy. Kirsch and Ritchie's "politics of
location" is crucial to this point in trying to

reconfigure the constraints that are put on Place by the

Academy's Space, for that Space has been determined by the
Academy's strict copyright on what can be viewed as
knowledge; thus, a "politics of location" is advantageous

in the fact that it is active in "reconsidering what
counts as knowledge" (8) and who gets to participate with

that knowledge.
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The knowledge building process, which I presume is
the most important function of the university, needs to be

broadened within the critical writing classroom and must

be deeply collaborative. For if building knowledge through
writing is neither broadened nor collaborative the

university continues to rim the risk of creating knowledge
which is innately exclusive and naturally small in scope.
Narrow and non-collaborative knowledge, the kind that is

created in response to writing prompts that resemble the

front end of a holistic grading assignment, produces those

that will soon fall victim of the system of being either
"in" or out" of the academy, or even worse, fall into the

purgatory of "placelessness."
The Politics of Location and Portfolios

As a result, it is my belief that portfolios can
remedy the "placelessness" that holistic grading incurs.

Furthermore, when coupled with Mathieu's deep
considerations for individual concerns and fears of the

subjectivities of others, 1 see the call that was made by

Kirsch and Ritchie for a "politics of location" as an

avenue for solidifying portfolios as an open space for the

negotiation of identity, knowledge and the relationship
between the two. Xin Liu Gale in her article "Judgment
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Deferred: Reconsidering Institutional Authority in the

Portfolio Writing Classroom" states that, "there is no
single way to define or assess literacy" (80). It is this

simple statement which is in need of immediate response
from the current system of holistic grading within the
critical classroom, for if she is correct in her thinking,

which I believe she is, then there needs to be something
different and entirely "more" in its functionality than
the current method. And while I have come to realize that

portfolios are more widely utilized in first year writing
classrooms, I believe they are merely utilized as an
alternative, and their political implications are left

unknown. Portfolios are innately a component of Kirsch and
Ritchie's "politics of location,-" moreover, portfolios are

also a prospective resolution. For portfolios offer, by
way of their construct, much needed physical and
ideological Space for the students to enact their diverse

and distinct Places, and by incorporating that Space for
the sake of Place, there is immeasurably more potential
for deeper and more of a poignant classroom connectivity.

With traditional prompts -- even those prompts which
are designed to initiate critical consciousnes -- and

holistic grading, assignments contain an obligatory value
and inherently closed function which, as James J. Sosnoski
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says, is disconnected from "actual work environments"

(Sosnoski 157). Essentially, these traditional methods are

island assignments --which at this point in my discussion
the notion of "traditional methods" had taken on meaning

of both banking and liberating pedagogies. Most projects
are prompts are isolated and independent from

supplementary thinking, that is, the thinking that stems
from student peers and from other disciplines, other

assignments, or the real world. Sosnoski further suggests
that when one is "concerned about the real effects of your

writing," similar to the writing that is concerned "with
the streets" that Paula Mathieu and bell hooks advocates,

"you work harder at it"

(Sosnoski 160). This suggests to

me the need for connected and collaborative assignments.
Again, portfolios answer the call. Portfolios are the

compilation of that which the students have worked on

throughout the course of a quarter/semester; this
inevitably creates a visible connection with their own

thinking as it has evolved and/or stayed the same

throughout the course. What's more, there is the

worthwhile possibility that the assignments could be
designed in such as way that the thinking that has gone on

throughout the course for a particular student is put into
direct connection and conversation with more than the
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teachers but also his/her peers, that is, if letters

between students and teacher are incorporated as a

component of the portfolio system.16

In addition to the notion that portfolios increase
connectivity for the individuals in the classroom and
those individuals with the outside world, there is a

connection that portfolios make that I find to be of
greater importance. For an explanation of this connection

I must explore Pat Belanoff's "Portfolios and Literacy:

Why?." In it, Belanoff discusses the three forms of
literacy that Sylvia Scribner lays out in "Literacy in

Three Metaphors." The first is described as "literacy as
adaption," also known as the "functional aspects of the

ability to read and write." The second is "literacy as
power," which is the way that literacy can "advance group
and community status." And the third is "literacy as

grace," or the "intellectual, aesthetic, and spiritual
participation in the accumulated creations of knowledge of

humankind" (Belanoff 13). Belanoff suggests that the
evolution of the university and its compartmentalizing of

the disciplines has unintentionally separated the three

aspects of literacy and they are in a much needed

16 A suggestion made by Anne Righton Malone and Barbara Tindall in
Dear Teacher, Epistolary Conversations as the Site of Evaluation.
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reconnection for the sake of the "ideal literacy"
(Belanoff 13). Now, while I believe that much of her

hoping for the "ideal literacy" has its roots deep in the
traditional liberal studies education of the university,

which I am not necessarily a proponent of, it is a
post-process version of this interconnected literacy that

I argue on behalf of. Nonetheless, the reconnecting the

three different versions of the literacy can be done, as
both Belanoff and I suggest, through portfolios. And a

real-world-interconnected literacy seems to be more of

what Paulo Freire would have wanted for those that were
lacking autonomy within the space of the composition
classroom.

To elaborate, in creating a physical and ideological

Space, through portfolios, for students to house their
writing, and as Franz Fanon would have, their "native

selves," there comes the possibility that students will

begin to witness the notions of literacy as: "functional

aspects of the ability to read and write," "advance[ing]
group and community status," and "intellectual, aesthetic,

and spiritual participation in the accumulated creations

of knowledge" (Belanoff 13). Furthermore, there is an
innately increased possibility of a consistent revisiting
of these places of literacy, especially if the portfolio
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is designed in such as way that they are "required" to
revisit it. What's more, in students revisiting their own

work in relation to: their own previous works, the works
of their peers, and the comments of the teacher, there is
a deeper sense of both Place and Space within the context

of the class and the university. And this sense of Place
and Space inevitably creates a richer social context, and

it is only within a richer more diverse social context, or
the de-compartmentalized academic existence, can the three

forms of literacy, or the "ideal literacy" be made
complete.
The Politics of Location and Other
Institutionalized Ideologies
Aside from the important function of connectivity

that portfolios foster there are a few other
institutionalized ideologies that I would like to discuss.
These ideologies have been handed down from the

traditional banking methods of education and have
permeated liberatoty pedagogy, and by incorporating
portfolios in a composition classroom, this may help to

disperse these harmful and hallow ideologies. There are

three, in particular, that I believe are necessary to
dissolve if the broadening of Place is to be accomplished
in the Space of the critical writing classroom. The first
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is what I have deemed bureaucratic-knowledge. David Bleich

in his article "What Can Be Done about Grading?" makes the

comment that "the majority of students emerge from the
school years with mainly a bureaucratic ability" (27);

that is to say, the "knowledge" that they utilized to
navigate through the university was not a storing up of

academic information or sophisticated theory, it was
simply through playing the game of the bureaucracy. As
Bleich states further, of "all the skills a student needs
to acquire to do well on examinations are skills of

compliance and adaptability; they are not skills of

creativity, imagination, and resourcefulness" (27). So, in

spite of the academy viewing students as unrefined and
immature, the simple fact is that they are not dumb, and

like humans in the evolution of time, students have
adapted as their means by which to survive the academy.
The new "skills" of jumping through hoops, kissing ass,

and simply "getting the grade" is frankly mere
bureaucratic-knowledge. Actual learning is an old and out

dated technology. Fortunately, for learning, portfolios

may be of some assistance in updating its machinery.
Portfolios as a collaborative endeavor present
students the' opportunity to actually learn, as opposed to

simply complying and adapting. There can be made room
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within the constructs of a portfolio for that which the

students care about; their own ideologies, their own
races, their own culture and customs -- their native

selves and subjectivites. The normally prescribed readings
that are teachers determine before class and the
pre-determined prompts which lead to pre-determined

lessons and values -- even critical ones -- can be
limiting as there in only one outcome for each student,

that of compliance to a prompt. Portfolios, on the other
hand, lend to multiple possibilities through a few

different ways. One, the previously discussed multiple
literacies of: "literacy as adaption," "literacy as

power," and "literacy as grace" (Belanoff 13) provides a
multiple of ways in which students can be provided the

validated space to express themselves, or enact their
Place. Two, through the simple fact that one particular
essay can be done, redone, and redone again inside the
course of the quarter/semester, for the sake of deeper

understanding of both the material at hand and the self.

And three, through the fact that students have a road map,
per-se, of their thinking for them to take with them as
they participate in and eventually depart from the class;
or as James Paul Gee suggests, a map which is necessary
for learning, a "secondary discourse" (527) . Gee makes the
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argument that discourses are "ways of being in the world"
(526) and as such they make up our identity. Thus,
academia needs to allow for a "mushfake" (533) discourse,

which is, a collaboration of an individual's "primary" and
"secondary"

(532) discourses, in order to achieve a level

of "meta-knowledge"

(532). And this meta-knowledge then

becomes the catalyst for a better understanding of the

self that works autonomously with academic discourse, as
opposed to in opposition to. It is this last aspect of a
portfolio based grading/ evaluating system that may truly

make learning a revitalized technology in the writing
classroom as it creates the potential for learning about

the Place: that is, the student's own subjectivity.17

The second institutionalized ideology that portfolios
can help to do away with is the notion that students and

teachers, trying to navigate the academy, must completely
"buy in." As I have already discussed, Jonathan Mauk, in
his article, talks about the importance of "location,

location, location"

(368) , a notion that stems from the

17 The argument here concerning portfolios as being a potential road
map for students thinking and, therefore, an avenue for "meta
knowledge" (Gee) is also an argument for students participating in
crafting writing assignments/ prompt/ projects. For if a student can
help formulate a writing assignment, write in response to the
assignment and then, assess their accuracy or lack thereof toward the
initial goal and their final product more, by way of the process
between the two, can be learned.
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real estate market. His argument is that "the real estate
industry focuses on the buying and selling of ideas about

place,"

(368) making known the perceived benefits a

house's particular place within a community, highlighting

societal perks of geography, education, and security. And
based upon these highlighted benefits, the hope of the

realtor is that the prospective home owner will "buy in."

Interestingly, it's these notions of "buying in" which
also help to drive that academic community. The teacher

must first buy into, or believe, that he/ she has
something relevant and important to offer, that usually
being knowledge within a particular discipline. For the
critical pedagogue, it is the belief that they can offer
liberation or a consciousness never before considered.

Furthermore, the teacher must also believe that they have
a means with which to offer their expertise. On the other
hand, the student must believe that the knowledge that is

being offered them, via the expert, is worth the work, or

to use the clever graduation day axiom, that "the tassel
is worth the hassle." Moreover, the student must "buy in"
or believe that the authority with which the expert

delivers their knowledge is valid and potentially useful.

Both teacher and student are continuously being "sold" the
system that is the academy in which they exist.
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Now, this is not to say that the system is not

beneficial, if it weren't I don't doubt that it would
cease to exist. I am merely saying that the system is a
market that is continuously in need of a buyer. If this

were not the case, students and teachers alike would forgo
the university education and merely spend a day at the

corner Starbucks investing in the local wisdom and

knowledge of popular opinion. The point is that

individuals within the university are constantly being
sold the notion, one which there is no other choice but to

buy into, that there is only one house on the block and

that house is in the perfect location. I suppose we could

replace the talk of houses with discourse, for students
have been made to "buy in" for too long to the notion that
there is only one discourse and it is in the Space that is

perfect for them. If I didn't know any better, I would

have to say that educators were nothing but ideological

realtors trying to peddle -- or sanction -- the hegemonic
house of the dominant culture. But, before I get too high
on my Foucaultian foal, let me just say that it seems to

me that portfolios can help limit this practice, as Pat
Belanoff simply states "portfolios seem to be a way of

validating more than one kind of literacy" (17) more than
one kind of discourse, and ultimately, more than one kind
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of ideological location. Speaking again through the lens
of the real estate, portfolios open up the market for
sellers, buyers, renters, and squatters of all kinds.
The final institutionalized ideology that portfolios
can help to disperse is the notion of authority. It goes

without saying that students come into the academy without
much or any authority; it is the institution that holds

claim to all concepts of authority. Thus, as Xin Liu Gale
suggests, authority can be "albeit temporar[ily]"

(Gale

83) suspended, or as I conceive of it, spread out between

teacher and student. Now, I must admit that this notion of
spreading out of authority is partially utopian and,

therefore, partially an impossibility. I admit that
teachers will always be the symbol of power and authority
in the classroom, but I believe there are ways to lessen
the "blow" that students must endure from teachers as they

are usually older, more educated, and the dispenser of

grades. The lessening that that "blow" may very well be
the portfolio, for it can be the almost unfathomable place

where teachers stop reading student text in relation to

what Brannon and Knoblauch calls the "ideal text" that

"paternalistic: the teacher "knows best," knows what the

writer should do and how it should be done"

(159) sort-of

attitude. Portfolios can be the space of a student
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beginning to craft his/her own "ideal text" but a space
where we, as teachers, cannot possibly presume to grade it

as such because the student's self and self-process
saturates it, and to overtly tell them that it does not

mimic a Hamlet or Hemingway would be akin to child abuse.

More specifically, it is as Brannon and Knoblauch says
"teachers need to alter their traditional emphasis on a

relationship between student texts and their own Ideal

Text in favor of the relationship between what the writer
meant to say and what the discourse actually manifests of

that intention"

(161) . This "relationship between what the

writer meant to say and what the discourse actually

manifests of that intention" can only be witnessed, not in
the island assignments of traditional curriculum but

through the ongoing self conversations contained within a

portfolio.
The Politics of Location and
Authority in the Classroom
If I may deviate for a moment from my discussion of
how portfolios challenge the oppressive institutionalized

ideologies of grading in the composition classroom. I

would like to explore more fully the element of authority

within a liberatory classroom, or any classroom for that

matter. To do this, many questions arise: How does
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authority get exercised, at what times, and to what

extent? How does that authority manifest itself? Does
authority get shared, to what degree, and how? And what

are the social ramifications for a shared or singular
authority for both teacher and student? In an effort

towards answering these questions for the liberatory
classroom, the words of Sue Turnbull help. She says,
Critical pedagogues have acknowledged the
socially constructed and legitimized authority

that teachers/ professors hold over students.
Yet theorists of critical pedagogy have failed
to launch any meaningful analysis of, or program
for, reformulating the institutionalized power
imbalances between themselves and their

students, or the essentially paternalistic
projects of education itself. In the absence of
such an analysis and program, their efforts are

limited to trying to transform negative effects

of power imbalances within the classroom into
positive ones. Strategies such as student
empowerment and dialogue give the illusion of

equality which in fact leaving the authoritarian
nature of the teacher/ student relationship

intact (307).
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Just as with all the other good intended characteristics
of liberatory pedagogy -- its "trope of homelessness"

(McLaren 143), the hope of a "critical consciousness"
(Freire) and "untested feasibilities" (Freire) -- the

reformulation of "institutionalized power imbalances"
(Turnbull 307), also known as authority, finds itself

coming up short in the process of actual change. Again, as
Turnbull states, there is the "illusion of equality" all
the while "leaving the authoritarian nature of the
teacher/student relationship in tact." So, in an effort to

work against the "illusion" and create actual equality in
the liberatory classroom, a deeper exploration must be

done.
Currently, in most classrooms, authority seems to be

a component of the forgone conclusion that it belongs to,
and gets exercised by, the teacher/ professor. To regard

it otherwise almost seems counterproductive and
nonsensical since authority is usually imparted by the

institution for which the teacher works. Naturally, this
has been the established order of things. However,

authority is neither universal and/or fixed in its
established meaning. A historical understanding of

authority helps to prove this. Historical definitions of
authority will also help to lay the groundwork for
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conceptualizing a new form of critically based classroom
authority, one which will inform a more complete

liberatory pedagogy.
Historically, authority has always been a component

of the political climate. As such, there had been a
bifurcating of definitions of authority, ones that mirrors
the bifurcating of the American political perspectives

within the country. On one end of- the American political

spectrum there is the conservative perspective, also

conceived of as the "right." And on the other end of the
American political spectrum there is the liberal
perspective, also thought of as the "left." Now,
understandably there have been an array of political
perspectives that fall in between the conservatives and

liberal perspectives -- i.e., moderates, liberal
conservatives, conservative liberals, neoconservatives,
etc.18 but for my sake, I will only focus on the

traditional categories of conservative right and liberal
left. This way, there can be a clearer picture of the

binary-type-of-thinking that has been established and

18 I realize that there have also been those along the American
political perspective that fall within the category of the "far left"
or the "far right" but, again I will only focus on the traditional
categories of "left" and "right."
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continually perpetuated in regards toward authority in the

American classroom.
Conservatives have historically conceived of

authority to be an innately positive influence on the
politics of American life. Things such as: religion, the

military, schooling, the family unit, and business were
all built on a strong sense of respect and admiration for
the established figure head of that particular system. Be

it God, the general, the teacher, the father figure or the

CEO, the theme was the same: authority was to be based on
a patriarchal system where the 'man is the head of the
household19' and his authority was not to be questioned.

In fact, the greater one's individual appreciation for

these American themes, each coupled with their particular,

traditionally male, authority figures, the greater one's
ability to understand and exercise one's own sense of

freedom. Under this realm of political thought, education

or "school knowledge" as Henry Giroux notes "was reduced
to an unproblematic selection from the dominant traditions
of 'Western' culture"

(Giroux 98) because that which

needed to be taught were merely the conventions and /or

themes of this patriarchal system. Or as I could envision

19 A Christian system of belief that stems from the Bible, 1
Corinthians 11: 3, 8-9 and Ephesians 5:22-24.
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one of Missouri-born relatives saying "a man's only

concerns need to be with his God, his girl, and his
government." Thus, in the conservative tradition,

authority was derived from that place of conservative
"historical certainty" and that certainty was presented
"as a storehouse of treasured goods constituted as canon
and ready to be 'passed' down to deserving students"

(Giroux 98).

On the other end of the American political spectrum,
almost by default, liberals seem to associate any sense of

freedom with the shaking off of those conservative

traditional authority values and themes. Again, as Giroux

notes, "authority within this perspective is generally
seen as synonymous with the logic of domination"

(Giroux

98). As a consequence, much of the existence of the
liberal perspective is in effort to throw off those
previously established themes for American political life.

Religion, the military, schooling, the family unit, and

business are all still paramount in the leftist

perspective; however, they are no longer objects to be
governed by the patriarchy alone. Under this perspective,

God, the general, the teacher, the father figure, the CEO
and their institutionalized authority were all subject to

questioning, not simply for the sake of creating something
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all together different in their place -- which very well

could be the goal of the questioning-- but for the sake of

critically understanding that which American society has
chosen as its traditional values and themes. What's more,

as a component of the liberal political perspective,
education is an institution which is also heavily

questioned. For it is in the classroom in which the
traditional conservative American values and themes become
ingrained into the minds and hearts of young students --

through the pledge of allegiance, mythicized stories of

presidential heroism and recitation of "classic"
literature, etcetera. Therefore, in many liberal accounts
"schools are often portrayed as factories, prisons, or
warehouses for the oppressed" (Giroux 98). This is also

why much of the authority positions within schools and
many other social institutions have slowly lost their

foothold within the American psyche. The more an

individual begins to perceive an institution: school,

religion, business, government, as working under the

tenants of "factories, prisons, or warehouses" the less
individuals tend to trust the intended function of those
institutions.

This brings me back to the seemingly natural

conception of authority within the American classroom as
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being derived from the institution and being
unquestioningly fixed to the identity of the teacher. If

authority is neither universal or fixed and is a

culturally established20 element of social hierarchy and
communal organization, and the hierarchy or organization

of the political climate has deemed patriarchy, and all of
its accompanying characteristics, the natural order of

things, where does this leave a liberatory pedagogy
conceived in the West? Still utilizing authority as a

component of traditional hierarchy, merely passing down a
"storehouse of treasured goods"

(Giroux 98)? Sue Turnbull

would concur. Fortunately, the historicity of authority

doesn't leave liberatory pedagogy without any answers for
its ideological blind spot. In fact, this understanding

opens the door for turning authority into less a component
of an institutionally fostered forgone conclusion and more
into a negotiating agent; one that gets constructed by the
communal organization of the classroom alone, and not the

institution in which the classroom resides.

This then begs the question: how is liberatory

pedagogy and the liberatory teacher to utilize the
negotiating agent of authority in the composition

20 Which is another observation of Michel Foucault.
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classroom? The words of critical educator Tom Fox in

"Basic Writing as Cultural Conflict" may help to start
answering this question. Fox argues that the composition
classroom is a conflicted space where there is a

continuous intersection of culture and language. As such,

that academic space needs to no longer be concerned with
initiating students by some institutional authority, as

this initiation beckons that students go about the work of
"abandoning their world view" (Fox 73), which ultimately
makes for a "rough initiation"(Fox 74). Fox then goes on

to make the point that students need not to be taught "the
particular forms of language in the academy" but need to

be convinced that "this community is theirs, that it will
not work against their identity and interests"

(77-78) but

will work for and with them.
Politics of Location: Initiation
versus Invitation

It is here that seems to be the place where authority
can be reinvented and then, reinserted back into the

liberatory classroom. For the authority position in the
critical classroom, whether it is exercised by the teacher

or the student, can find its foundation in the work of
invitation as opposed to initiation; let me first explore
initiation. Historically, a literacy education was the
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first step, for young people, in the initiation into the

surrounding society. Thus, classroom topics in the writing
classroom were designed with societal initiation at its

core. Liberatory pedagogy still holds on to the initiation

function -- for the purpose of initiating students into a

more critical consciousness and society -- but by doing
so, liberatoy pedagogy continues to participate in what

James Benson calls the "first step fallacy"

(Benson 494).

Benson in "Thinking About Methodology: Student Initiated

Active Learning In Reading and Writing" (1995)21 says that
"the teacher always makes the 'first step' in assignments
during sixteen years of education by picking a topic...the

teacher must be there to initiate the act of writing and

that without the teacher, there is no first step, no topic
(494). And consequently, as a result of this "first step

fallacy" students have come to expect initiation: into

writing, into thinking, and into the euridite society.
Unfortunately, their seeming willingness to accept the

teacher's first step of initiation is not as much an act

21 James Benson's "Thinking About Methodology: Student Initiated
Active Learning in Reading and Writing" discusses much of what I had
previously talked about with students only needing to learn "neo
knowledge;" that is, merely playing the bureaucratic game of
education. Benson's article echoed David Bleich's, "What Can Be Done
about Grading?", as Bleich makes the comment that "all the skills a
student needs to acquire to do well on examinations are skills of
compliance and adaptability; they are not skills of creativity,
imagination, and resourcefulness" (27).
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of willingness as it is a subjugated responce to the
message of "[do] not to think, read, or write unless the
teacher does the first step" (Benson 495).

What's more, and even more ominous of initiation, it
evokes shades of another college-life activity: fraternity
initiation. Initiation into any form of academic
discourse, within the freshmen writing course, is

analogous to the initiations done by fraternal
organiazations on any college campus in the nation. T.R.

Johnson (2001), channeling Walter Ong, notes "young men
were sent to school to study Latin as a kind of puberty

rite, an initiation or 'hazing' ritual by which they were
brought into the cult of the 'gentleman' -- a ritual that
involved not only the tedious memorization of rules but
also regular floggings"

(631-632). Thus, initiation by way

of hazing, flogging, or embarrassment has been synonymous

with membership into the fraternal academy and it has now
made its way in to the discourse of the academy. This is

why Johnson goes on to say that in spite of the fact the
academy does little to "detect the errors that dot the
texts of professionals, we actively seek them out in

student texts, and when we find them, we figuratively
slash them out, often with 'bloody' red ink"

(632).

Interestingly, and in my effort to exhaust the parallel
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between the initiation done for fraternities and that done
for the writing classroom, at least fraternity brothers

can look forward to the guaranteed pleasure of their
permanent position within the fraternity once their

"hazing" is complete. The students in the writing

classroom on the other hand, have no guarantee of
acceptance into any particular circle, only the small hope

of passing a class. Quite possibly, this initiation by way
of hazing is why writing has been demonized in the eyes of
most students. Writing has effectively been divorced from

that which is pleasurable -- or "renegade rhetoric" as
T.R. Johnson calls it -- and permanently linked to that

which represents pain.
Invitation, on the other side of an ideological

spectrum, speaks to the work that Tom Fox is concerned
with, convincing students that "this community is theirs,
that it will not work against their identity and

interests" (77-78). Thus, when considering liberatory
pedagogy towards the effort of invitation, it is no secret

that Paulo Freire did believe that the teacher should
strive to be "partners of the student"

(Freire 75),

working to create a culture of collaboration, which very
well could help to convince students that the academic
community is, in fact, theirs. Freire even commented on
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this notion in his own collaborative work with Ira Shor
in, A Pedagogy for Liberation: Dialogues on Transforming
Education. Freire simply states that,

"the liberating

educator is with the students instead of doing things for
the students"

(172, italics mine). However, when the

curriculum of a liberatory classroom is written, it is not

done as partners with the students, it is typically done

without them present, or basically for them. As opposed to

being "with the students" the teacher, more often than
not, crafts the curriculum, the area of study, the

proposed writing assignments, the project goals, and the

classroom directives without and "instead" of students. In
spite of the desire of liberatory pedagogy to invite
students, it still ostracizes them from his/her own

literacy education by envisioning them as a merely another

component of the curriculum. Real, or open invitation as I
call it, involves not just the whole of the writing

process -- and it goes without saying that 'process,' in
the endeavor of writing is the current method by which

students best learn to write. Open initiation involves the

whole of the classroom process, which is modeled after
Mathieu's work with the homeless and the Streetwise

newspaper. Then, and only then, once students are invited
to the table at the moment of classroom
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curricular-conception can writing become a process that
may help to really do the work of convincing students that

"this community is theirs, that it will not work against

their identity and interests"

(77-78) since the community

projects, goals, and direction is based in their identity

and their interests.
How this is practically achieved is open to
suggestion; however, one way concieve open invitation to

become a reality -- at the point of curricular conception

-- is by way of a student-teacher online consortium. To
explain, once a writing course is placed on the schedule
for the quarter/ semester and students begin to enroll in

that particular course, they would also be enrolled into
an online consortium with which they can immediately log

into and begin discussion and deliberation with that
class's instructor on the intended assignments, issues to

be raised, projects, goals, etc. The mechanisim of the
consortium, that is, the way in which students actually
log on to the consortium for deliberation of these issues

may be in the form of a blog, discussion board, Facebook

page, or --my particular favorite-- a reddit.com22 style

22 reddit.com is a social news website where users can post news,
links, topics, comments, articles, etc. and those postings are then
subject to being voted either up or down based on their significance
to reddit users.
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"what's hot" news section, where students can vote-up or
vote-down various issues, readings, or projects. This
would admittedly require more work by way of 'thinking on

one's feet' and not being as prepared for class from the

teacher's perspective. To detract from this dilemma, there
could be a number of issues or projects that have been
preselected from a larger university-wide consortium which

houses current and ongoing issues for any particular
campus community. Or there could even be class which are
created in response to students from a previous

quarter/semester suggesting projects/ discussions/ issues
for the next quarter/semester. This would give teachers

the opportunity to respond to the student identities and

interests as opposed to their own or the identity and
interests of the institution alone. It would also work

against the "first step fallacy," which again says that,
"the teacher always makes the 'first step' in
assignments...by picking a topic (Benson 494). Now, I

acknowledge this may still require some extra 'thinking on
one's feet' from the teacher, however, it would send a
very clear message that teachers are, in fact, working and

learning with the students.

At this point, once open invitation has been initated
on a college campus by way of an online consortium, or
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some other avenue not yet considered here, there are other

aspects to that invitation which must be considered by the
critical pedagogue. Choosing classroom curriculum: topics
for discussion, readings, projects, and writing

assignments is only half the battle. If the invitation is
to remain truly 'open,' then the way in which the teacher
responds or grades those particular writing assignments/

projects is the other half of that battle. I had

previously discussed how I perceive potfolios as opening

up space for invididualized place(s) but it is the effort
towards grading those portfolios which will either

constitute the liberating classroom as a place for subject
autonomy or reconstitute it as a place for the subject

supression. Victor Villanueva speaks to this notion when

he says that when it comes to his own working with student
writing in his classrooms, who he is as a person is "going

to be the same" but how he "responds to student paper's is
going to change"

(Villanueva 2008). Its from this simple

statement that reveals a certain sort of positioning that

the critical educator must take when working with student

subjectivities. Villanueva's response to student activity
-- i.e., writing-- is what essentially dictates his

actions -- i.e., responses and grading-- and not a

prescribed course of action that occurs previous to
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student involvement with the class --i.e., rubrics for
what is 'good writing,' levels of standardization, or
"predetermined set of writing patterns"

(Benson 494).

Villanueva responds to student work based on the context
and the population of students that are before him, not an
idealized notion of student writing, a previous and/or

future population of students, nor an expected level of
student writing. Villanueva acts, for the sake of grading,

only after the student acts, not before. This is something

which the online consortium takes into account when it

seeks to dialectially craft curriculum for the writing
class: student action at the moment of interaction, as
opposed to student reaction to a designated course of
action that was handed down from the teacher. Under the

current method of curriculum prescription, the type of
responding to student papers that will be done by the

teacher will more than likely stem from either a set of
prescripted teacherly comments and/or come from feedback
that lays within an anticipated spectrum of likley student

papers. There isn't much room, by design of the
prescripted curriculum and writing assignments, for

students to actually achieve a sense of autonomous

activity, let alone any form of liberation. Projects,
within the liberatory classroom, must be concieved,
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created, implemented, and achieved with the studnet at the
point of contact.

Tactically Working With Students
This is where I can turn back to grading and

portfolios. If the authority in the classroom-- or for
that matter most activities within the classroom: writing

projects, goal setting, grading, etcetra-- is to be
collaborative the question must again be asked: what is it

that we really know about ourselves and our students in a
writing class as a result of the grading and evaluating

process? The answer seems to be, not much. While I presume
that no form of grading or assessment could actually

perform the difficult task of assessing the actual health
of our students, as the Department of Public Health

assumes to do for restaurants by inspecting and grading

them. I do believe there is a method, by which David

Rothgery calls, "better,"

(244) that is to say, a method

which is closer to the heart of being less oppressive than

the methods which are prominently prescribed, and

portfolios may very well be that "less oppresive" method.
They seem to demystify the supposed function of "knowing"
that grades assume. More importantly, however, portfolios

may be the means by which governments, administrations,
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and teachers stop classifying where students "are at,"
where they are going, where they "need" to be going, and

what they think they "know" about them. Also, portfolios
seem to contain within their structure an interesting
dichotomy of a much needed Space for students to enact

their individuality of Place(s). Ultimately however, it is
the reconstituting of the ideologies in the university for
the sake of widening the determined Spaces and Places of

knowledge in the university that may be the most

significant component of portfolios in the critical
writing classroom. Mauk made clear that grades are all

about "location, location, location" but portfolios change
the dynamic so that teachers and students are not

searching for the "right" location, instead, they are

multiplying the inclusion and validity of "location,

[after] location,

[after] location" (Mauk 368).

Ultimately, the goal of all of these considerations
are for the sake of tactically working with students to

create an active student subject position within the

liberatory classroom. Shifting the paradigm of grades,
portfolios, authority, location, and invitation --as
opposed to initiation-- creates in the critical classroom
a tactical orientation, as Mathieu previously suggested.
And a tactical orientation provides for, what was Paulo
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Freire's original hope with Pedagogia do Oprimido, a
mending of the heart, mind, and material circumstance of

oppressed individuals. Furthermore, a tactical orientation
provides room for a withism that seeks not only academic

collaboration but also seeks to demystify for students and
teachers, what Nick Tingle makes clear, the fact that

the difficulties students may experience in

developing [or dealing with] a critical
consciousness may have nothing to do with their

intellectual capabilites or with some failure to
raise to higher cognitive functions implicit in

the grasping of theory...[but may be]...the

attempt of liberatory pedagogy to employ

literature in ways that might help students to
examine critically their beliefs and values [but
ultimately] becomes extremely difficult (Tingle

9) .
The admission that liberatory pedagogy is creating an
ideological displacement of students from their previously

established selves, lays the opportunity for
"transformative knowledge" (Brownlee et al. 115) that

helps to truly transform the critical classroom and the
way in which student subjectivists are more fully

considered. After all, 19 years after Freire had written
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Pedagogy of the Oppressed he shared a book-long discussion
with fellow critical educator and personal friend Ira Shor

in the form of A Pedagogy for Liberation: Dialogues on

Transforming Education (1987) for the sake of "knowing
what we [critical educators] are in fact doing," because
to do so meant that it would, "help us do it better"

(69).

However, my understanding of this statement by Freire, as
evidenced by my work here, is that by "knowing what we are

in fact doing," with the back end politic of liberatory
pedagogy, "will help us" to possibly not do it at all.

Undoubtedly, Paulo Freire wanted his pedagogy to

reflect the wants, needs and desires of the oppressed. And
surely he desired for all people to acquire a literacy
which would aid in the advancement of both their

ontological and epistemological selves. In fact, Paulo's
widow, Dr. Ana Maria Araujo Freire, said of Paulo that "he
used to say that men and women who remain illiterate had
their right of writing and reading stolen from them. He

[Paulo] understood this right as being part of their
essence, as part of their ontology, as belonging to
humankind's nature"

(Freire 2). Consequently, it is hard

to imagine that Freire would want anything severely
challenged, illegitimized, or removed, by way of

acquisition of a critical consciousness, from student
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subjectivities since he operates on one basic assumption

"that man's ontological vocation is to be a subject who
acts upon and transforms the world" (Freire 32, italics

mine). And yet, the nature of critical consciousness makes
the Subject subject to seizure from those that would have

them live critically by way of a liberating pedagogy, even
if they chose not to. As a result, the red-pill effect is

innate to a liberatory pedagogy. And while I find myself
advocating for the red pill, as opposed to the blue pill

of the banking concept of education, teachers -- and I am

again including myself in here -- have to be ready to
craft that red pill-pedagogy with avenues for multiple
student Places; one has to, within the classroom
environment,

"create a world in which all my feel at home"

(Tingle 15) in spite of the fact that students are very
far from it.
One final way which I would like to discuss that I

perceive that a Freirean method of instruction can cease

to be a pedagogy of foreclosure and start becoming the
'key' to the academic 'home' for young students in the

American university is by way of Kenneth J. Lindblom's
"Towards a Neosophistic Pedagogy"

(1996). Lindblom's

proposed method of writing instruction, integrated into a

critical classroom, may very well be the thing which
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brings clarity to those ideological "blind spot [s]," of
which I spoke earlier, that "constitutes the black

hole[s]" (Turnbull 90) of liberatory pedagogy. To
understand this, I must first discuss Lindblom's argument
for the creation of a neosophistic pedagogy and his hope

that the writing classroom can operate from a
classical-era model of paratactic epistemology. Lindblom

states,

...the sophistic method of [epistemological
creation] was a series of positive, practical
steps toward action. In the sophistic scheme, no

thesis is ever completely eliminated; it may be
brought back should it become opportune under

new circumstances. Therefore, a sophistic thesis
can be true (with a small t) in one instance but
untrue in another, whereas every new Hegelian23

thesis is more True (with a capital T) that the
one before it. While hypotaxis is supposed
progression towards Truth, parataxis is a quest

for truth in action, based on the sophists'

23 The Hegelian dialectic, as described by G. B. Kerferd, is "the
progressive unfolding of the Universal Mind...it begins by laying
down a positive thesis which is then negatived by its antithesis.
Further thought produces a synthesis of thesis and antithesis and the
process continues with the synthesis forming the thesis of a fresh
cycle in each case until all that was implicit in the original
starting point has been made explicit (Kerferd 6-7).
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understanding of kairos, or the opportune moment
(97) .

Based on this differentiation between the sophistic

method, paratactical steps towards epistemological truth

in action, and the Hegelian dialectic, hypotactical steps
towards epistemological Truth, one can glean the extreme
differences of two pedagogical poles -- much like the
differences that exist between the banking concept of
education and liberatory pedagogy. The distinction of a

sophistic method of epistemological creation, however,

helps to eliminate some of the oppressive characteristics
of a liberating pedagogy. It does this due the fact that

knowledge creation under this method of writing is done
through provisional action, the very thing lacking from
many students in a writing classroom.

Inaction, or a lack of students enacting their
subjectivities due to a Front-end or Back-end Politic
pedagogy, works against both the student and the goal of
the writing classroom: which is writing. Thus, anything

that stimulates action simultaneously works against
oppression and in favor of learning. Thus, "parataxis is a
quest for truth in action, based on the sophists'

understanding of kairos, or the opportune moment"
(Lindblom 97). This echoes much of what I have already
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been discussing in this essay by way of Paula Mathieu. For

the epistemological "quest" of the writing classroom must

be based off of the actions of the students. Without their
autonomous movement: discussion, debate, thoughts, words,
ideas, and writing, there is no basis for discovering any

"truth in action." And, without the subjectivities of the
students from which the truth-actions can be gleaned, the

class is merely an exercise in Hegelian Truth-telling by
the teacher. This is why Mathieu started her Streetwise

and Not Your Mamma's Bus Tour projects from the concerns
and fears of the homeless and not with any Hegelian Truths

concerning them.
What's more, the neosophistic writing classroom
"quest" is "based on the sophists' understanding of

kairos, or the opportune moment"

(Lindblom 97). The

Sophist's understanding of kairos could very well be
conceived as Mathieu's tactical hope that, as I stated

previously, was the thing that generated momentum for
Mathieu, and carried her work with the homeless to
completion. This is why parataxis, also known as tactical

withism for Mathieu, is crucial for liberatory pedagogy.

Parataxis implies a kairos, or hope, that eliminates the
need for Hegelian Truth-telling, albeit critical

Truth-telling, in the writing classroom from either the
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teacher or the student that has bound his/her self to some

-ism or ideology. Hope, in a liberatory pedagogy, is
always tactically or paratactically working with students

towards the truth-actions for the moment in which they are

in, not some decontextualized or idealized notion of Truth
for the future or Truth from the past.

Interestingly, Lindblom's argument for the creation

of a neosophistic pedagogy is not only for the sake of
improving classroom instruction but is also a way in which
to help do the work of "improving the quality of human

life" (Lindblom 100) which most critical pedagogues
modeled in the cast of Paulo Freire are already concerned

with. It is a sophistic paratactical method of writing
instruction, injected into a critical classroom, which can

help to reestablish the whole discipline of writing and
rhetoric, as Susan Jarratt suggest, an effective

"meta-discipline"

(qtd: in Lindblom 100); that is to say,

a place where students can learn to write but can
ultimately have their subjective-selves "move dexterously

among disciplines" (100). Ironically, this dexterous

movement "among disciplines," as a result of a
neosophistic parataxis, becomes the moment that most

critical educators were employing liberatory pedagogy to
begin with: the critical consciousness. Paratactical
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movement "dexterously among disciplines" affords students
the opportunity choose for themselves "more distanced and

critical views" (100) as opposed to those views being
handed to and, therefore, legitimized by the teacher.

Reestablishing the discipline of writing and rhetoric as
an effective meta-discipline innately bridges disciplinary

boundaries and ultimately allows for the students to
choose the red pill themselves, if that is in fact, what
they want. This way, Freire's vision for liberatory

pedagogy can be realized: "that man's ontological vocation
[can] be a subject who acts upon and transforms the world"
(Freire 32, italics mine).
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